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NOTES ON ACADEMIC DRESS

Academic dress had its origin in the Middle Ages. When the European universities were taking form in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, scholars were also clerics, and they adopted robes similar to those of their monastic orders. Caps were a necessity in drafty buildings, and capes or capes with hoods attached were needed for warmth. As the control of universities gradually passed from the church, academic costume began to take on brighter hues and to employ varied patterns in cut and color of gown and type of headdress.

The use of academic costume in the United States has been continuous since Colonial times, but a clear protocol did not emerge until an intercollegiate commission in 1893 recommended a uniform code. In this country, the design of a gown varies with the degree held. The bachelor's gown is relatively simple with long pointed sleeves as its distinguishing mark. The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve with the rear part cut square and the front part with a cut-away arc. The most elaborate academic costume is the doctoral gown with velvet panels down the front and three bars of the same material across the sleeves. The velvet is usually black, but it may be a color designating the field of study to which the degree pertains. The gown itself, usually black like those of the lower degrees, may be of a color distinctive of a particular university.

The hood bears a still larger symbolic burden: the width of its velvet trimming designates the level of the degree; the color heralds the major field of study; and the lining identifies the institution that granted the degree. Duke University is symbolized by a lining of Duke blue with a white chevron.

The cap, originally round, is usually a square mortarboard and is the same for all degrees. The standard tassel for the cap is black, but the cap worn with the doctoral robe may have a gold tassel.

The Duke doctoral gown, worn today by candidates from the Graduate School, by Trustees and Officers of the University, and by several of the principals in the Exercises, is in the authentic Duke blue. The Duke University shield, embroidered in blue on white, is applied to each front panel. With this gown there may be worn a black velvet, four-pointed, soft tam with a square top and a gold metallic bullion tassel.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COLORS

Colors indicating fields of study and colors identifying some of the universities represented by members of the faculties of the University are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities—white</td>
<td>Cambridge—crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration—drab</td>
<td>Chicago—maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divinity, Theology—scarlet</td>
<td>Columbia—light blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics—copper</td>
<td>Duke—Duke blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education—light blue</td>
<td>Harvard—crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering—orange</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins—black and gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts—brown</td>
<td>North Carolina—light blue and white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry—russet</td>
<td>Northwestern—purple and gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law—purple</td>
<td>Oxford—scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine—green</td>
<td>Pennsylvania—red and blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music—pink</td>
<td>Princeton—orange and black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing—apricot</td>
<td>Stanford—cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy—dark blue</td>
<td>Virginia—navy blue and orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science—golden yellow</td>
<td>Yale—Yale blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MACE AND CHAIN OF OFFICE

Again at commencement, ceremonial use is made of two important insignia given to Duke University in memory of Benjamin N. Duke. Both the mace and chain of office are the gifts of anonymous donors and of the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. They were designed and executed by Professor Kurt J. Matzdorf of New Paltz, New York, and were dedicated and first used at the inaugural ceremonies of President Sanford in 1970.

The Mace, the symbol of authority of the University, is made of sterling silver throughout. It is thirty-seven inches long and weighs about eight pounds. At the lower end of the hammed shaft is a gilt (gold-plated) pine cone. The upper end of the shaft displays the inscription Universitas Dukiana 1838. This inscription is surmounted by a short, hammered neck followed by the head which has eight flutings alternating with eight gilt ribs. Above the head of the mace, a band carries the motto of Duke University: Erudition et Religio. The upper end of the mace is a crown of gilt laurel leaves which carries the seal of Duke University surrounded by the three symbols of the Trinity to indicate that Duke University emerged from Trinity College.

The Chain of Office of the President of Duke University is four feet long and is also made of sterling silver throughout. The main part consists of nine silver pine cones alternating with ten gilt clusters of three laurel leaves each. In the front hangs the gilt medallion with the official seal of Duke University surrounded by a laurel wreath into which are set the three symbols of the Trinity. In the back is the gilt coat of arms of the Duke family with the motto In Adversis Idev set in a sterling wreath of laurel leaves and bearing the inscription Duke.
Order of Procession

The audience remains seated during the procession until all candidates enter the stadium. When the Wind Symphony sounds the fanfare which signals the entrance of the faculty, the audience and candidates will rise and remain standing for the prayer and the hymn.

*Flourish for Wind Band* ................................................................. *Ralph Vaughan Williams*  
The Duke University Wind Symphony  
Kraig A. Williams, Conductor  
(1872–1958)

**Processional Marches**

- The Chief Student Marshals
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Engineering Management
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Science in Nursing
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Environmental Management
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Forestry
- Candidates for the degree of Master in Church Ministries
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Theological Studies
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Business Administration
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Public Policy
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Science
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Divinity
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Theology
- Candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Laws
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Physical Therapy
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

The General Faculty Marshal—Professor Peter H. Burian
Marshals for the Faculties of Arts and Sciences—Associate Professor Janet J. Ewald and Professor Graufurd Goodwin
Members of the Faculties of Arts and Sciences
Marshal for the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering—Associate Professor Philip L. Jones
Members of the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Nursing—Assistant Clinical Professor Donna W. Hewitt
Members of the Faculty of the School of Nursing
Marshal for the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment—Associate Professor Daniel Rittschof
Members of the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment
Marshal for the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business—Professor Richard M. Burton
Members of the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business
Marshal for the Faculty of the Divinity School—Professor James L. Cranshaw
Members of the Faculty of the Divinity School
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Law—Professor Paul H. Haagen
Members of the Faculty of the School of Law
Marshals for the Faculty of the School of Medicine—Professor John G. Looney and Professor Christian R.H. Raetz
Members of the Faculty of the School of Medicine
Members of the Faculty, Retiring
Members of the University Administration
Members of the Board of Trustees
Members of the Platform Group
  - The Dean of the Chapel
  - Deans of the Faculties
  - Honorands and their Faculty Sponsors
  - Trustee Sponsors for Honorands
  - The Provost
  - The Student Speaker
  - The Chair of the Board of Trustees
  - The Commencement Speaker
  - The University Marshal
  - The President
Program
Nannerl O. Keohane, President of the University
Presiding

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

THE INVOCATION ........................................................................................................ Albert D. Mosley
Associate Dean of the Chapel

HYMN—Tune: St. Anne
1. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come,
   Our shelter from the stormy blast,
   And our eternal home!

2. Before the hills in order stood,
   Or earth received her frame,
   From everlasting Thou art God,
   To endless years the same.

3. A thousand ages in Thy sight,
   Are like an evening gone;
   Short as the watch that ends the night,
   Before the rising sun.

4. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come;
   Be Thou our guide while life shall last,
   And our eternal home! Amen.

—Isaac Watts
(1674-1748)

REMARKS BY A STUDENT .......................................................................................... Daniel Poor Mallory
Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

Introduction
Peter Lange
Provost

THE CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ............................................................ Introduction
Harold L. Yoh, Jr.
Chair, Board of Trustees

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ...................................................................................... Charlayne Hunter-Gault
Broadcast Journalist

THE CONFERRING OF EARNED DEGREES ................................................................ Introduction
Peter Lange

Presentations
Richard A. White
University Marshal

RECOGNITIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENTS ....................................................................................... Richard A. White

ALMA MATER

The audience stands for the Alma Mater and remains standing until the platform group and the faculties leave the Stadium.

Dear Old Duke, thy name we sing,
To thee our voices raise, we'll raise,
To thee our anthems ring
in everlasting praise.

And though on life's broad sea
Our fates may far us bear,
We'll ever turn to thee
Our Alma Mater dear.

—R. H. James '24

PROCESSION OUT

Crown Imperial ............................................................................................................ William Walton
(1902-1983)

"... In Beauty Bearing the Crown Imperial ..."
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2000

Kim Best
Patrick Hentsch Douglass
Lisa Marie Fajgenbaum
Kevin Naveed Ferdowsian
Jimmy Kaitilip Grewal
Joseph D. Hammond
Alicia M. Elbrahimi
Thomas E. Epps
Pedro Escudero
Scott Easton
Robert Armstrong Fleming III
Brandt Thomas Fletcher
Rabiya Anne Geha
Chris William Haaf
Michael Isaac Hall
Nikolaos Joseph Harlan
Conway E. Harris II
Christopher Ryan Heery
Joan Ivosevic
Nick Jean-Baptiste
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim
Bradley David Kimmel
Kathleen Margaret Kirchner
Lea Joanne Krivinskas
Alex Ching Wai Lam
Lisa Nicole Leitman
Robert Francis Levy
Ann Elizabeth Lewis
Diondre Rashad Lewis
Kenneth Michael Masi
Matthew John Mayock
Elizabeth Rachel Miller
Nitin Ramesh Mowani
Cassandra Lynn Munoz
Anna Donahoe Newton
James Paul Pecht
Karen Marie Smith
Katherine Reid Stroup
Meredith Anne Taylor
John Howard Tingue
Stacy Kendra Wallack
James Allen Widgeon
Barrett J. Peterson
Sussy Carolyn Porzillo
LeRoy Agemnang Prempeh
Allison Michele Quick
Christopher Warren Schuessler
Narion Doremus Shippman
Jared Richard Smith
Elizabeth Snow
Tricia Elizabeth Steele
Kimberly Camille Sue-Ling
Jessica Trenzado
Ruth Ann Waido
Wesley Harrison White
Sunny Sunghee Yoo
Jeremy Brett Zuker

December 30, 2000

Charles Michael Alberto
Unzla Asad Ali
Randolph Paul Ament
Troy Warden Andrew
Troy Scott Austin
Cinque Mark Asam
Aleksy Babayev
John Andrew Barrow
Matthew Todd Baskir
Rachel Margaret Blouin
Adam Samuel Bodily†
Alicia Karen Breault
Blissom Allison Claire Croyat
Alissa L. Cowden
Jason Russell Crane
Ashley Cathleen Crowe
Michael James Cundy
Kimberly Thorine Daws
Alefia M. Elbrahimi
Thomas E. Epps
Pedro Escudero
Scott Easton
Robert Armstrong Fleming III
Brandt Thomas Fletcher
Rabiya Anne Geha
Chris William Haaf
Michael Isaac Hall
Nikolaos Joseph Harlan
Conway E. Harris II
Christopher Ryan Heery
Joan Ivosevic
Nick Jean-Baptiste
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim
Bradley David Kimmel
Kathleen Margaret Kirchner
Lea Joanne Krivinskas
Alex Ching Wai Lam
Lisa Nicole Leitman
Robert Francis Levy
Ann Elizabeth Lewis
Diondre Rashad Lewis
Kenneth Michael Masi
Matthew John Mayock
Elizabeth Rachel Miller
Nitin Ramesh Mowani
Cassandra Lynn Munoz
Anna Donahoe Newton
James Paul Pecht
Karen Marie Smith
Katherine Reid Stroup
Meredith Anne Taylor
John Howard Tingue
Stacy Kendra Wallack
James Allen Widgeon
Barrett J. Peterson
Sussy Carolyn Porzillo
LeRoy Agemnang Prempeh
Allison Michele Quick
Christopher Warren Schuessler
Narion Doremus Shippman
Jared Richard Smith
Elizabeth Snow
Tricia Elizabeth Steele
Kimberly Camille Sue-Ling
Jessica Trenzado
Ruth Ann Waido
Wesley Harrison White
Sunny Sunghee Yoo
Jeremy Brett Zuker

Paul Jacob Abernathy
Michelle C. Abrams
John Patrick Adams
Mark R. Adams
Storynee Elizabeth Adams
James Edward Adler
Elissa J. Aguirre
Hasina Ahmad
Amy O. Ahuja
Charles Howard Alitken
Adam Smith Albino
Mika Alice Albright
Amy Lynne Alexander
Marsha Anne Alexander
Christopher P. Allard†
Sara Lise Allen
Kimberly Virginia Allman
Ahmed Almanseer
Dara Rachel Alpernt
Paul Nii-Amar Amamoo
Bryan Ament
Elisabeth Wood Anderson
Kalen Marie Anderson
Karen Angela Anderson
Kari Anderson
Nicholas Craig Anderson
Perrin Otto Anderson
Tania Ermano Anderson
Leigh Stacy Angres
Ali Malik Arain
Michael Orlando Arjona
Zachary Hamilton Armfield
Elizabeth Fielding Arnold
Akonua Dwoomoh Asamoah
Jonathan Bradley Atasi
Brian Carl Baek
Noor Afza Abu Bakar
Dallas Mark Baker
Ryan Thomas Balc
Thomas Alexandar Barbour
Meredith Nicole Barnes
Holly Jean Barr
Flynn Hale Barrison
Diane Elizabeth Bartley
Janel LeVaon Baskerville
Jennifer Joy Bastler
Shane Courtney Battier
David Matthew Baugh
Sarah Jane Baumgartel
Virginia Reagan Baydoun
Jordan Michael Bazinsky
Amelia Schroder Beasley
Elizabeth O'Dea Beauchamp
Eric John Becherer†
Molly Crescent Beer
Darin Thomas Belha
Elizabeth Bell
Carly Rebecca Bellis
Christopher Finch Bennett
Adam Mitchell Bendley
Annuniee Jude Berding
Thomas Louis Hatcher
Ben Berg
Jason Ashley Bergman
Tiana Lea Berkenbile
Kathryn Lyn Berlacher
David Augusto Berno
Anupama V. Becker
Neeta Arun Bidwai
Caroline Frances Bischoff
Kelly Viette Black
Kelvin Calhoune Black
Laura Davies Blackwelder
Jonathan Eric Blackwell
Alison C. Blaine
Jonas Lemoyne Blank
Elizabeth Ann Blumenthal
Christian Frederick Boerner
Lauren Alison Bogner
Russell Alexander Bojarsky
Sarah McKinley Bolan
Melanie Elizabeth Bolling
Ann Pinckney Bonner†
Andrea Michelle Bookman
Elizabeth Ann Bowell
Eric Christopher Boun
Elizabeth Joy Bowers
Ashley Everly Bowling
Thomas Anthony Bowman
Kathryn Elise Boyse
Garrett Lee Bradford
Eleva Tate Branch
Terence Donnelly Brennan
Matthew Montague Breslin
David Edward Bright
Brian Charles Brockett
Scott Jeffrey Bross
Casey Lance Brown
Denver Charles Brown
Leighton Thomas Brown II
Michelle R. Brown
Andrew Kyle Brownfield
Jessica Sara Budoff
Jeanmarie Kathryn Burigo
Brian John Burke
Cleveland Roswell Burke
Ayana Burnett
Alexandra Fourtner Burrall
Dock Onice Burroughs III
Sarah Katherine Burton
Sarah L. Buzby
Blake C. Byczek
Sandep Singh Caberwal
Ryan Matthew Calbeck
Robert Trevor Campbell
Amanda Jill Capano
Joseph Ryan Caradonna
Christina Margaret Carlson
Mary Thomas Carmichael
Karen Lee Carr†
Lindsey Diane Carson
Alicia Louise Carter
John Citrin Cascarano
Jaime Lynn Cassano
Rodrigo Alejandro Castro
Mark Frank Gorenko
Rachel Judith Chait
Jennifer Michele Chambers
Jennifer Weijie Chang
Tammy Yuen Jen Chang
Benjamin F. Chapman
Alexandra Keeler Charles
Sarah K. Chasnovitz
Carlos N. Chatman
Thomas Chiu Hong Chen
Yung-Ru Chen
David Michael Cheong Wai Wai
Craig Thomas Chepke
James Bradley Alger Cherry
Angela Esther Cheung
Matthew Scott Ching
Francine Martin Chip
Krysa Elizabeth Chmielinski
Jeremy Ryan Chotiner
Andrew J. Christensen
Ann Christensen
Maria Ann Christopher
Elizabeth Hope Clark
Patrick Mahany Clark
Melanie Cohen
Edward Andrew Coker
John Eaton Cole
Maame Abo Coleman
Kristen Dawn Coletto
Katharine Anne Collins

Note: The lists of candidates appearing in this program are not officially certified lists of graduates. Certification must come from the Registrar of the University.
Brian David Litt
Jacque Wan G Liu
David Marshall Lockton II
Princess Nicole Love
Allalga Loung
Daniel James Lutz
Jennifer Christine Lutz
Aubree Jane Lynch
Matthew Devin Lynch
Megan Marie Lynn
Tessa Rhiannon Lyons
Khalil Nicholas Rafie Maalouf
Jenna Azoury Mack
Deanna L. Mackey
Mary Elizabeth Mackey
Michael Jordan Maher
Rebecca Malcolm
Daniel Poor Mallery
Adam Dean Mandel
Samuel Garrett Maness
Peter Taylor Maniloff
Tamara Beth Mann
Jaime Elynn Marsancio
Ann Harris Marshall
Dawn Elizabeth Marshall
Corinne Elizabeth Martin
Laura Anne Martin
Matthew Joseph Martin
Meredith Hope Martin
Samuel Preston Martin
Adriano Lucas Martinez
Eric Martinez
Luke Harmon Maslow
David Karl Mason
Andrea Clare Mazzarino
Lauren Doyle McNiven
Katherine Anne McElroy
Catherine Anne McClay
Kathleen Michelle McClellan
Angela Ruth McDaniel
Staci Danielle McElvain
Benjamin Michael McGovern
Michael Kevin McKeever
Tiffany Suzanne McKinnon
Brenna Mary McCloough
Kieran Anthony McMillen
Sean Christopher Meakin
Farah Lisette Mehta
Katherine Elizabeth Menendez
Susan Elizabeth Meisselich
Allison Jeanne Michaels
David Allen Miller
Joseph Matthew Miller III
Katherine Jessica Miller
Megan Marguerite Miller
Stephanie M. Miller
Susau Callin Miller
Duncan Backland Minnick
Maxwell Mitchkin
Ross Michael Montante
Jennelle Catherine Moore
Adia Michelle Morris
William Beren Morris
Jason Eugene Morrow
Peter Muller
Robert Mark Mulroney
Samantha Angela Murray
Anna Mutoh
Katherine E. Myers
Komal R. Nandigam
Azra Amin Nanji
Lori Nathanson
Alisa DaVeen Nave
Laurie Ellen Nehmen
Lindsey Anne Neilson
Christopher Kent Nelson
Stephanie Anne Nelson
David Ryan Newelloff
Kimberly Nicole Newman
McHale Newfoundland-Berra
Margaret S. Ng
Ann-Stewart Katherine Nichols
Alison Elizabeth Niebanck
Lindsay Joan Nielsen
Amy Rebecca Noble
Daniel McPherson Nunn
Elizabeth Brittingham Oakes
Shirin Odar
Beth Ann O'Donnell
Kristin Marie O'Leary
Craig Scott O'Neall
Colleen Kelly O'Reilly
Devon Amanda O'Rorke-Wieneke
Grant Palmer
Anna Christine Parkins
† Alicia Marie Pastor
Gregory Thomas Patchak
Stephen Elliott Pate
Amir Bhart Patel
Heidi Kristin Pauken
Leonard Kimball Payne IV
Richard Lee Peasall, Jr.
William Edward Pearson III
Brittany Michelle Pedersen
Andres Pedrosa
Ilene Marie Pedrosio
Kristin Nicole Peeler
Lindsay Rae Pennington
Amy Elizabeth Peppers
Stephen Bradley Perkins
Gregory Pessin
Brett Belding Pettigrew
Katherine Allyn Pettiss
† Simon Ehrlich Pfirst
Andrea Catherine Phelps
Anna Rae Piegrass
Devin Jaron Pierce
Jeffrey David Pierce
Ricardo J. A. Pitts-Wiley
Sotirios Nicholas Plakoudas
Jennifer Elise Plante
Heather Anne Ploank
David Henning Plyar
Richard Pochkhavanal
Meghan Elizabeth Poel
Jacqueline Elyse Polli
Stephen Patrick Pooleos, Jr.
Kristin Marie Pook
LaTasha Pough
M. Hussan Reza Premjee
Barbara Pogue Preston
Christopher Charles Prevost
† David Groggover Friian
Matthew Crawford Prichard
Saad Saqi Rahman
Virginia Adela Ramirez-DeTorro
Karen Jenny Ranawat
† Mateo Randal Rauscher
Shaun Gideon Raviv
Peter Morris Rawlson
Joshua Bret Robinson
† Britton Elan Redford
Elizabeth Anne Rees
William Joseph Reese
Randi Jennifer Reiner
Anne Marie Reisch
Antonio J. Reynolds
Sarah Wilson Rhine
Elisabeth Sinclair Richardson
Emily Kathleen Richardson
Katie Ann Richardson
Terencia Waredon Richardson
Ronit Adina Rodberg
Lakshmi Lashonda Riley
Abraham Paul Ringer
Megan Lynn Rising
Jason Todd Ritchie
Katherine Shipley Robertson
Antonio Terrell Robinson
Natasha Rachelle Rocher
Courtney D. Rodgers
Louise Tillet Rogers
Nicholas F. Romano
Charles Lee Rombeau
Jessica Lynn Rosen
Amanda Marie Ross
David Gore Ross
Heather Ward-Parish Ross
Philip Stuart Rotter
Corey Michael Roussel
Aby Lynn Rubinson
Ashley Rae Rudd
Thomas E. Rueger, Jr.
Jason Alexander Russell
Robert Isaac Oleen Russell
Stuart Hale Russell
Christina Corbett Rybak
Zain Rehaz Saeed
Laurie Sumach
Jennifer Samuel
Valerie J. Samulski
Brad Michael Santanna
David Bradford Sapp
Erik Nathaniel Sass
Eva Star Syare
Kristin Allison Sharrar
Venus R. Scalf
Barbara Brittan Scantland
Brian Stephen Scarborough
Kelli Anne Scheid
Aylet Schleifer
Miriam Beth Schneider
Sarah Alpiner Scherer
Adrienne Naomi Schneider
Lois Jaycen Schrager
Stephanie Lynn Schumann
Jillian Leigh Schwartz
Stuart M. Schwartz
Todd Matthew Schwartz
Virginia Marie Schwartz
Samuel David Schwarz
Georgia M. Schweitzer
Molly Claire Scott
† Kristin Hughes Seith
Joshua Edward Seitz
Joshua Keith Sekowski
Kate Elizabeth Selby
Diana A. Selezenu
Kathryn Elizabeth Sell
Myrna Ivelis Serrano
Elizabeth Eleanor Shackelford
Eric Stevenson Sheets
Gregory Sears Shelton
Elizabeth Anne Shepherd
Katherine Elizabeth Sheriff
Adam E. Silverstein
Sharon Ruth Silker
Michael Silverstein
Jeremy Robert Simon
Elizabeth Kelley Simons
John David Simpson
Jolan Delandre Simpson
Puja Singh
Sima Diane Sistani
Berkeley Smith
Darryl Curtis Smith
Ramsey Gengler Smith
Perry David Smith, Jr.
Siddhardt Anil Solonie
Monica Jill Soto
Katherine R. Soulier
Jaime Restina Spalding
Barry Joel Spitzer
Eric David Spencer
Robert Anthony Spencer
Candice Elizabeth Stack
Aaron Joseph Stahl
John Henry Stahl II
Jennifer Marie Stanley
Kimberly Elizabeth Stanfield
Elizabeth Deschamps Stanton
Jennifer Lynn Stapleton
Kathryn Ennenga Starns
Adam Michael Starr
Christina Stearns
Howard Supplee Steel IV
Erim Marie Stege
Deborah Steinberg
Thomas Farzan Steinberger
Alise Elisabeth Steinmetz
Judd Ryan Stensrud
Kristen Leigh Stewart
Allan Christopher Stevens
William August Stevenson
Elizabeth Cook Stewart
Timpla Dale Stewart
R. Hunter Stokes
Kevin Garrett Strongman
Katherine Elise Stull
Stacey Miller Succop
Shannon Marie Sullivan
Narayan Sundaram
† Matthew Alexander Tallon
Saeie Taranto
Joshua Tarsoff
Emily Susann Taylor
Stephanie Michelle Taylor
Tori Noelle Taylor
Erika Teagarden
Francis Marcel Tetel
Erie Chassie Theune
Torrence Nathaniel Thomas
Lesley Vaughn Thompson
Philip Anthony Timari
Laura Louise Tischler
Robbie James Totten
† Smita Kishor Trivedi
Paul Hamer Tucker
Palak Bipin Turakhia
Alexandra Christina Tuttle
Scott Matthew Tyson
Jeffrey S. Urban
Jonathan Daniel Usaler
EHlen Carter Vaden
Paul Van
Brandon L. VanGrack
Ryan Lang VanGrack
Michael Alexander Vasilarios
David Nina Vegari
Helena Venakides
Luisa Villa IV
Andy Eli Viner
Donata Jenine Vines
Annie Levin Vinik
Gregory Scott Virgin
Marissa Lynn Vitagliano
Amy Frances Vyas
Lauren Brett Walker
Jason Morgan Ward
Kathryn Butler Ward
Kathryn Leigh Ward
Tael Allison Ward
Mercedes Janet Watson
Joseph C. Watt III
Carla Markette Weaver
Robert Francis Weber
Seth James Wechsler
Clare Marie Bobbitt Weddle
Catherine Elizabeth Weiner
Jordi Port Weinberg
David Stephense Wellman

† Teacher Certification
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2000
Sheela Agarwal
Lisa Barnes
Lenis Chen

Jaap Willem Hol
Richard DeWitt Jackson II
Kristin Marie Keck

Cameron Glenn Lampley
Juliet Linsert
Edward Rhodes

December 30, 2000
Andrea Colleen Baines
Stephen Shichuang Chin
Julissa Densori
Marnie Huang Dong
Jeffrey Alan Foster
Devon Arch Gregory
Matthew Thomas Griffin
Kristen Tobias Hanson
Katherine Brittain Hobbs

Robert Chadwick Holnes
Kendal Raymon Knight
Michael Krems
Licheng Lee
Amy Michelle Linsky
Aisha Ann Macedo
Kirsty Laura McBride
Daniel Mills Dambolena
David Byung Min

Edward Michael Brandt Minn IV
David Martin Morris
David Christopher Morton
Priya Girish Mulgaoor
John William Neal
Linda J. Park
Jo Fierce
Samir Khalil Rasromani
Spencer Elton Romaine

Kitty Michelle Sinaga
Kristin MacLeod Stann
Yaya Aksana Suprah
Roberto Vila
Ge Wang
James Yi-Chen Wu
Brandon Yarckin
Jeremy Harren Zaretsky

May 13, 2001
Prae vene Bapuparam
Adhairanayanan
Matthew R. Alexander
Rabia Yusif Ali
Michael John Allingham
Otar Alexander Andjaparidze
Denis Godwin Antoine
Katie Whitman Arrington
Regina Lynn Asborno
Zewdui Elsabet Asfaw
Todd Philip Atlas
Nina Elizabeth Atwood
Joyce Tion Chau Au
Elizabeth Wheatley Aycock
Karina Azak
Jonathan Gregory Bae
Joshua Ross Balik-Klein
Sonja Bansal
John Patrick Bardill, Jr.
Kenneth I. Barnes
William Edward Barr III
Neele Ann Bathia
Christopher B. Battjer
Jacob Blaine Bauer
Mark Chapple Baumann
Michael Rosen Baumrind
Seth B. Benson
Daniel Joseph Bierenauban
Ana Maria Bitar
Rhonda Lynn Biting
Gordon Lane Blundell III
Kenneth Thomas Bono
Win Boon
Matthew Joseph Bott
Samuel David Boyarsky
Helen Snow Brenner
Amanda L. Brooks
Shaye Gabrielle Brotherton

Lauren Alice Willer
Evan Williams
Michelle Sherree Williams
Theresa Ann Williams
Stanley Arnold Williams III
Jordan Lindsay Wilson
Lucy Carver Wilson
Meredith Elaine Wilson
Emily Elizabeth Winland
Jordan Ariel Winokur

John Somers Wittgraf
Michael A. Wolman
Andrea Yuen-Ling Wong
Kelly Woo
Andrew Marston Woodruff
RaiSianne Charita Woods
Katherine Hill Worden
James Addison Wright III
Patrick Steven Yates

Mandi Lauren Yellin
Melisa Yilmaz
Christine Ann Young
Meredith Anne Young
Hoda Ahmed Yousef
Belinda Yingying Yu
Any Tse-Mei Yuen
Darius Kazem Clay Zohoor
Stephanie Elizabeth Zuniga

Rebekah Ry Anne Fulton
Andrew Peter Furman
Jennifer Michelle Gardner
Gregory Michael Garrett
Elizabeth Ann Gaydos
Neilesh Shahlesh Ghodadra
Phat Giang
Lisa Brooke Giulino
Robert C. Go, Jr.
Kathryn Ann Gold
Dick Wah Gong
Michael David Goodman
Joy Goyal
Jennifer Kayla Grad
Ramesh Grandhi
Aaron Paul Greenblatt
Katherine Billings Gruenec
Nathan Ramiz Haboush
Renee Hafez
Andrew Lee Hananel
Meredithe S. Hanback
Nathaniel James Hansen
Scott Alexander Hanson
Amanda Lyne Hardison
Amanda Jane Harker
David W. Harris
Isiah Dwayne Harris
Mychal Douglas Harrison
Heather Lynn Hartig
Jona A. Hattangadi
Christopher Eric Hayes
Nicole Leigh Hedgecock
Jason Matthew Held
John-Paul Osborne Henderson
Margaret Adele Hennessey
Dana Beth Himmel
Timothy Michael Hingston
Kimberly Marie Ho
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Presented by Dean Kristina M. Johnson

September 1, 2000

James Frederick Current
Gregory Ryan Garbox

Matthew Alan Killingsworth
Errol Darnell Reddick, Jr.

Joseph Sherman Tate
Edward le Marchant Trafford

Sarah Brewster Akridge
Uranie Pepacal Browne
Tate Lamar Crumbley
Tuyen Jazmyne Duong
Zachary Graham Forbes

Jeremy Damon Hoff
Iwei Hsieh
Eric Wayne Inge
Jennifer Koh

Ke An Lin
David Joseph Marquard III
John Andrew McKee
Visanu Pitiyanuvath

December 30, 2000

Amrith Venkat Ram
Peter Sobolewski
Jason Chihchung Tsao
Victor Ray Wyatt

Ingrid Lea Abendroth
Brian Christopher Alonso
Jeffrey Hiram Anders II
Albert Bigleite Andres
Brian Robert Appel
Omar Ali Arabe
Ashley Grace Aston
Ravi Bajj
Alexa Lynn Beatty
Andrea Len Berry
Asishh Ambavi Bhimani
David James Bixler
C. Tyler Blitz
Paul Stephen Bostrom, Jr.
Honed Moiz Botte
Matthew Jacob Boyer
Norman Stephen Bradley
Sarah Ruth Bradley
Michael Kent Bradehoef
James Adam Bryan
Jonathan Lyons Caine
Paul Aaron Caplan
Amy Lynn Carlissi
Adam Kagan Carson
Ty Allen Cashen
Emmanuel Yih-Herch Chang
Cahin Yu Cheng
Chih Lyon Cheng
Fei-Ju Chiang
Roger Frederick Chin
Christopher C. Chiou
Andrew Kevin Cies
Amy Norris Congdan
Mark Ryan Contrarino
Camer Michael Cooperrider
Neal John Cotter
David Frederick Cristman
Sarah Victoria Dalley
Emily Jane Dalhart
John Nathaniel Day
Smitha De
Leslie Alyson Dempsey
Harmander Singh Deogun
Austin Matthew Derhis
Jasebrand Abraham Díaz

Mark Evan Dobossy
Emmett John Doerr III
William Grant Dollens
Justin Lawrence Doull
Jason Bradford Dunham
Kevin Maurice Edwards
William Ryan Edwards
Emre Kenan Eler
Mendi Shaw Evans
Andrew Smith Exnicios
Jeremy Fine
Jessica Lynne Foley
Ethan Joshua Fricklas
Stephan Richardson Gaskins
Jennifer Lynn Glasgow
Stefan Adrian Grandinaru
James Roy Greengrass
Alan Michael Gust
John Frederick Hack III
Bryn David Harder
Gregory Thomas Hasbrouck
Alexander Thomas Hayes
Adren Christian Hoffman
Allison K. Hisao
David Tatashi Imai
Judith Diane Jacobson
Maria Louise Janaro
Mark William Jenkins
Jonathan Lee Jesneek
Matthew Steven Johannes
James Adlai Joseph
Aydin Alper Kadaster
Alexei Georgievich Kambalov
Kerry Marie Kidwell
Paul Andrew Klenk
Alvin Bryant Ko
Becca Marie Kohl
David Paul Kowalski
Jeffrey Pei-Tsung Kung
Colean Ann Lamb
Charles Chanyo Lee
Dwight Kenneth Lee
Hsien-Chi Lee
Jennifer Henrica Lee
Linette Lee

Michael Gregory Leins
Kevin Michael Lennox
Jung Jae Lim
Charles Shih-Han Lin
Ning Lin
Anitai Israel Lipton
Tennyson Jianshu Liu
David Richard Mandel
Richard James Mauro
Stephen Matthew McCaus
Eris Kathleen McClure
Chad R. McCrea
Max Alan McMullen
Thomas Michael Meese
Amy Cathleen Menchhofer
Marco Antonio Merino
Sami Aftab Mian
Christopher Mark Montgomery
James Michael Morgan
Mahesh Raman Narayanawamy
Daniel Bertrand Neill
Lauren Elizabeth Nuechterlein
Xavier Pierre Oakley
Justin Mulhern Offen
Tze Tzen Ong
Jao Jih Ou
Philip Y. Paik
Hsin-Chen Pan
Anita Bhaskar Patel
Christopher Louis Peretti
Anthony Moon Petties
Michael Thompson Pettes
Gianmarco Francesco Pinton
Adrien Ponticorvo
Clayton Douglas Poppe
Eric Christopher Pua
Priya Ramaswamy
Sameer Rayachoti
Brent Justin Reid
Luke Thomas Reinke
Erin Leigh Rikard
Minam Abigail Riner
William George Rozakis
James Lawrence Ruth
Vishal Raj Sahni

May 13, 2001

Sophia Teresa Santillan
David Brian Savage
Lauren Elizabeth Schaffer
Nicole Suzanne Schwartz
Rodd A. Secrist
Nicholas Warren Sehn
Harsha Sethy
Nathal Shtarma
Theodore Chia Shih
Christopher Lee Shoenaker
Alexander R. Siafa
Lauren Beth Smetko
Eric Bernard Smiley
Van Franklin Smith
Emily Katherine Snell
Stephanie Lynn Spalding
Stephen Charles Stacey, Jr.
Jessica Margaret Stankiewicz
Frederick Chase Stock
Brandon Hugh Stroy
Laura Senitiale Tawake
Aranee Techawoonwong
Sitar H. Teli
Tobias Oliver True
Christine Tse
Ethan Oliver Van Brunt
Melissa Lillian Vass
Jaya Prakash Venkatraman
Graeme Wazikin
Daniel Sujay Wang
Julia Mong-Hua Wang
Maijie Seow Vee Wang
Paul William Weber
Michael Ellett Weisinger
Daniel Ryu Whang
Carlos Ellis Whitt
Nicholas Chadbourne Wilson
Christopher Andrew Winter
Ngai Chin Wong
Michael Yun Xia
Amol Ramesh Yajnik
Sohra Yatani
Jing You
Kent Tai-Liang Young
Robert Charles Young

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Presented by Dean Kristina M. Johnson

September 1, 2000

Dallas Ashley Davis
Noah Chandler Hawk

Mark Chang-Wei Lim
Andrew Austin McElroy

December 30, 2000

Leon Francis Rodil de Ocampo
Dalila Dragnic-Cindric

Zahit Sahin
May 13, 2001

Miles David Alexander
Patrick Ryan Campbell
Peter Pei-Hao Chi
Davor Cindric

May 13, 2001

Laura Huang
Mark Daniel Meagher
Nupur Kirit Modi
Nicolas Georges Michel Petit
Thomas G. Ribble
Timothy D. Weil

Walter Douglas Accles
Kateri Lynn Akers
Jonathan Benjamin Bakat
Lori Lasater Beane
Kirsten M. Boland
Ann Emilie Boudreaux
Cheryl R. Bourgault
Steve M. Bregman
Dina Bresenden
P. Suzette Burleson
Jeffrey T. Caba
Kathryn A. Caba
Dana Williams Call
Seth Andrew Call
Gabriella Bartoli Cardi
Nathan Wales Conroy

Danielle Renee Dermer
Denise E. Dillon
Eric N. Eiting
Kimberly Kirsten Fuller
Kristin Cook Gruner
Mark W. Haffner
Jill Diane Harper
Jennifer Edmiston Hartley
Catherine Blair Kelso
Guy Michael Kennedy
Angela Michelle Kent
Connie S. Kim
Katherine Elizabeth Knauber
Lynn Michiko Kono
Cindy Oldson Lamelle
Leslie Sharp Lewis

Ashley Joyce Lowell
Genevieve Anne Nagy
Wendy M. Ongaro
Robert A. Parsons
Robert Harris Pope III
Charlie C. Pulliam
Wesley Neel Reid
Laura C. Remaklus
Kimberly Rikard
Carol Ellen Rodriguez
Carola Romero
Sarah Renee Rose
Cori Christine Russell
Karen S. Russell
Sarah Ann McEhry Saunders
Clara Oma Scott

May 13, 2001

Eric D. Scranton
Karen Eiko Sebata
Zoe C. Sherman
Rachel C. Spiller
Michael John Strub
Jennifer Kathryn Stuart
Emily Margaret Talley
Christine A. Veiga
Ivonne Lissette Velado
Mary Leona Viehe
Chezna M. Welsko
Sheri Anne White
Ronny D. Williams
Bettina L. Willhuhn
Carol D. Wink

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Presented by Dean Russel E. Kaufman

December 30, 2000

Robert Olney Sherman

September 1, 2000

Howard Frederick Fine
David Carl Steffens
David Latham Witsell
Kelly Ann Wood

May 13, 2001

Jennifer Jean Altman
Matthew Don Barber
Cheryl Diane Bushnell

May 13, 2001

Michael P. Hudson
Dean Cornell Cooper Johnston
Preston Scott Klassen
Andrew Joseph Muir
Michele Terese Quinn
Donal Noel Reddan
Marcia Jean Slattery
Melissa Fair Wells
William Samuel Yancey, Jr.

Joseph Michael Hoxworth
Martin Pedro Moya
Raphael Schiffmann

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES IN CLINICAL RESEARCH
Presented by Dean Russel E. Kaufman

December 30, 2000

Karen Sean Bendel
Katie Elizabeth Burns
Katherine Elizabeth Knauber
Lynne Michiko Kono
Leslie Sharp Lewis

Eric D. Scranton
Karen Eiko Sebata
Zoe C. Sherman
Rachel C. Spiller
Michael John Strub
Jennifer Kathryn Stuart
Emily Margaret Talley
Christine A. Veiga
Ivonne Lissette Velado
Mary Leona Viehe
Chezna M. Welsko
Sheri Anne White
Ronny D. Williams
Bettina L. Willhuhn
Carol D. Wink

September 1, 2000

Sabrina Dawn Adkins
Carolyn Anderson Boone
Melissa Joyce Brown-Patram
Donna Griffiths Carroll

September 1, 2000

Kathy Paul Dalton
Christopher P. Downey
Deborah Holland Henderson
Tanya Kristin Henley
Laura Braxton Houchin
Gary E. Macy
Mary S. Malicki
Marie N. Minns
Michael Andrew Shannon

December 30, 2000

Bronwyn Hettenbach Barte
Laura Cooke Bridgers
Wanda Jones Cecil
Tracey LeBlanc Cole
Anne L. Derouin
Debra Jo Elliott

December 30, 2000

Megan Roberts Farrell
Yeome Ratchford Ford
Monica Michelle Green
Sharon W. Haire
Heather Hooks Halford
Kelley Kuczynski
Holly Suzanne Lieder
Beverly Jones Miller
Stephanie Lorraine Patterson
Michael Todd Pickett
Stephanie Pickett
Jennifer Pokorsky
Natalie Naugle Skergan
Henry Cutler Torrey
Paula V. Wingo
Terri Lynn Woodruff
Jamie Lee Wrenshall
May 13, 2001

Diane Mary Allen
Kimberly L. Arnold
Linda Hill Astalos
Jennifer Louise Ball
Alice Diann Beane
Frankie Lynette Britt
Shelly E. Burgett
Allison Knox Cheek
Thomas Stephen Clark
Michelle Marie Coffey
Jennifer Mcono Constantian
Charles P. Cooley

Teresa LaQuana Cooper
Gregory Kimberly Crowder
Victoria James Muthedath Cryer
Martha Allison Gulpepper
Christianne Susanne Dale
Jennifer Julie Schwartz
Dziwanowski
Laureen Majcher Ellis
Ida Mae Fleming
Lilie Anne Forbes
Ding Ji Ge
Vinetta Ely Gordon

Jennifer A. Hanley
Linda Achipin Heath
Melissa-LeAnn Hinson
Lisa Michelle King
Sharon Little Knotts
Elizabeth Ann McCarthy
Jodi Lea McGlyney
Ellen Bridges McLaurin
Linda J. McNair
Laura Cain Miner
Melinda Huitt O'Connor
Mark Vincent Packard

Lysiane Suzanne Pruitt
Donna J. Ryan
Tanya Reams Smallwood
Marjorie L. Splain
Lisa Nicole Streling
Maunette Coralleen Tait
Zahra Tashakkori
Faith Danice Underwood
Kimberley Gay Van Baren
Lena Kay Faulkner Warren
Cindy Blackwell White

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Presented by Dean Norman L. Christensen, Jr.

September 1, 2000

Heidi Clark
Cristina Noel Engler
Rebecca Lynn Goldman
Francis Christopher Ramacciotti
Sumita Singh
Mya Dawn Williams

December 30, 2000

Wayne Alexander Barfield
Barbara Jean Bohart
Jeffrey Aaron Fisher
James Griffin
Megan Erin Hoert
William Clarkson McDow
Peter Douglas Moorside
Jennifer M. O'Connor
William E. Painter, Jr.
Carol Elizabeth Rizkalla
Deborah Jeanne Wojcik Hall

May 13, 2001

Koji Asuno
Jacob Marcus Asher
Katherine Ann Barnas
William Osborn Barnhill III
Meredith Ann Bennett
Kathryn A. Bickel
Laura J. Blake
Amy Elizabeth Bleckinger
Jason Michael Bodwell
Christopher David Bouquot
David Judson Byers
Felipe Garazo
Amy Lynn Carter
Roger Kai-chieh Chang
Ilhwan Cho
Peter William Cooper
Angela Elizabeth Corridore
Adam F. Costanza
Rebecca Katherine Dennison
Phyllis G. Dernier
Joseph Desha Didier
Tanya Janine Dobrzenski
Peter J. Enoyer
Thomas Alton Fenimore

Sara Fern Fitzsimmons
Rachael J. Franks
Mary Melissa Gatewood
Erik Stephen Haunreiter
Paul Spencer Herzer
Daniel J. Herzlinger
Michael Edward Hessling
Jason Randall Hill
Matthew Christian Hugger
Andrew Michael Hutson
Scott Conrad Job
Holly Sprague Johnson
Jeremiah O'Dell Johnson
Robert S. Kafallos
Meredith Kaplan
Cassie Karas
Nicole Kleininger
Ikuho Kochi
Keisha Willette Kohler
Andrea Christiana Koska
July Marie Kunz
Jennifer L. Kwany
Ho-young Kwon

Ryan Robert Lafrenz
Jeffrey Patrick Lin
Emily Rebecca Lindow
Aimee Lunde Maruyama
Amanda Medori
Yukiko Mizutani
Leigh Elizabeth Morgan
Vanessa Zoe Morin
Lori Beth Muller
Harriet L. Nash
Elizabeth Elye Nicholson
Jeffery Scott O'Connell
Timothy Joseph O'Connor
Hiroti Ogata
Christopher D. Orphanides
Daniel Shin Park
Harwen Park
Katherine Rose Peet
Heather Anne Peterson
Matthew William Philipp
Sean Michael Ramach
Lindsay Rachel Raper
Aurelie Camille Shapiro

Amber L. Shawl
Kirsten Anna Shelton
Wade G. Shelton
Christina Shumate
Nathan David Smith
Shane C. Staten
Katherine Marie Stephens
Makoto Suwa
Yu-Ting Tang
Joel Charles Tinyan
Peter A. Tomasi
Leigh Gabriela Torres
Jennifer J. Treutelaar
Eve Ann Turley
Kostoula Vallianos
Oliver Laurence Van Exem
Christopher Matthew Vuturo
Eric Wackerlin
Tingfieh Wang
Joanna Dale Wilson
Carissa Michelle Wong
Eini Yoda
Carol Ann Zurawski

MASTER OF FORESTRY
Presented by Dean Norman L. Christensen, Jr.

September 1, 2000

Mya Dawn Williams

December 30, 2000

William Clarkson McDow
Jennifer M. O'Connor
William E. Painter, Jr.

May 13, 2001

Erik Stephen Haunreiter
Anna Christine Nygaard
MASTER IN CHURCH MINISTRIES
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

May 13, 2001
Cely Carter Chicurel Vanessa Gail Thomas Heather Megan West

MASTER OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

September 1, 2000
Laura Lee Pennington

December 30, 2000
Katharine Haywood Baker David Brian Bertaina Katherine Sue Elasy Chanon Ray Ross Julius Smith Young III

Mary Allen Dye Julie Ann Vermeer Elliott Peter Joseph Gulden Todd Michael Hallow

Kristy Leigh Hamm Lesley Jan Walsh Krieger Samuel Ian McRae Sung Wook Oh James Evans Rice III Katrina Lynn Sents Charles Frederic Stone III

May 13, 2001
Leslie Copeland Tune Jeffrey Allan Vogel David Matthew Wilmington

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Presented by Dean Rex D. Adams

September 1, 2000

December 30, 2000
May 13, 2001

Eric David Pringle
Purandar Rao
Randall Edwin Readon
James Fitzgerald Rees
Gloria J. Roberts
Gregory Arthur Romney
William Randall Ross
Benito Luis Rossiti

Domenic G. Racullo
Takahiro Sakai
Lawrence D. Schiller
Albert T. Seecharan
Reiko Segawa
David C. Y. Shick
Kenneth Alan Somberg
Craig B. Swill

Joseph J. Thomas
David Winslow Thurston
Douglas Morgan Trent
Salvatore R. Tuzolino
Robert Andrew Vernon
Robert A. Vezzau
Vicente O. Vila

Stephanie A. West
Brett A. Wheatley
Christopher Charles Whitfield
Heldi Whitfield
Victor Samuel Wilson
de Canessa
Shaw Ming Woo

Lara Todd Abbott
Christopher Clark Affolter
Enrique Aguilar
Syed M. Ahsan
Roberto Alatorre
Jamal Ahmed Albertelli
Eva Victoria Alexander
Shoichiro Aman
Thomas Baker Anderson
Victor Andres Ariotomi
Michael C. Armstrong
Richard Harrison Arnett
Frasaki Arya
Werner Eduaro Ascoli
Jordan Scott Baltimore
Iain David Bamford
Shibesh Kumar Banerji
Jennifer Fenniglo Borlcourt
Hector Fabian Barrzo
Agnes A. Bass
Julie Anne Beattie
Ludy Beevor
Brian Thomas Bell
Andrew Aaron Bender
Donald Edwin Bender
Matthew James Bentley
Mark Richard Bemun
Ananda Gayle Billings
Vishal Binnal
Gregory Branson Blair
Steven Aaron Bleier
Daniel T. Blue III
Diane Maude Blumeris
Scott Collins Bomar
James Clark Bortcek
Jesse Dillon Bowles
Robert John Frederick Brass
Donald Eugene Brown
Daniel Rogers Burnett
Irajia Busaracemwos
Carl James Callis
Steven Wei-Hao Chao
Carmelita Chavez
An-Tun Chen

Loy Hung Chia
Brian James Chin
Margaret Chiu
Shravan Chopra
Christopher Randolph Clifford
Ruta Jureviciute Coffin
Erie Anderson Conners
James Paul Cordes
Douglas J. Cornwell
Paulo Correa, Jr.

Gonzalo Costa
Thomas Cowley
David Francis Crawford
Punita S. Davi
Jane Louise Dapkus
Alfonso Dasso
Jeffrey Scott Davis
Kenneth C. Davis II
Dean Douglas De Good
Robert Christopher DeCarlo
Steven Lee Denenberg
Susan L. Despins

Holly Ann Dice
Karl Frederick Dicker
Robin Marie Dickey
Kristopher Michael Dickson
Yulia Ivanovna Didenko
Tanya Ann Dorhout
Kevin Jermaine Duck
Freeman Duggal
John F. Duke, Jr.
Amy B. Eberle
Anne-Marie Olson Eichhorn
Dorothy Oscarlyn Elder
Kimberly Cynthia Erickson
Julia Kervinn Patilham
Michelle Joanne Faustin
Shawn Mitchell Fedun
Carolyn M. Fenkelman
Thomas Alton Finemore
Yashmin Joanne Maria
Fernandes
Jeffrey Adam Finkelstein
Justin Douglas Fisk
Sharon M. Flynn
Phyllis Thomson Fogarty
Jennifer Louise Fox
Wei-Lin Lynn Gaspar
Charles Kenneth Gayer
Craig Stefan Glee
Russell Todd Goin
Isabella Gomez
Patricia A Gorski
Kelly Ann Gottfried
Randall Douglas Gottlieb
Eric Donald Gray
Brian Todd Grossberg
Seth Daniel Grubman
Gregory Enrico Grunberg
Pedro Emililo Gutierrez
Jung Soo Ha
John Francis Hanley
Dawn Denise Harrell
William Clarke Hartmann
Eleanor Lauren Hawkins
Christin Byrd Hedgepeth
David Parker Helgerson
Sarah Elizabeth Helin
Leigh Ann Hemenway
Jesse J. Henderson
Eric A Hession
Laura Elizabeth Hinton
Angela Tsingsan Ho
David Gregory Hooper
Laura Ellen Hopkins
Julie Marie Horn
Ann Elizabeth Howell Futch
Li-Chien Hsiheh
Jiping Hu
Feng Hua
Leslie M. Hueter
Gregory Allan Hupf
Kyung Uk Im
Erie DeMarce Ingraham
Raymond A. Jacobsen
Dwight Lamar James
Alexandre-Katharina Jaritz
Michael Allen Jenkins

Cherrie Lenese Johns
Henry Samuel Johnson III
Carey Graham Jones
Melissa Carol Jones
Jason C. Kam
Parhan Shamsuddin Kanji
George Kardakirdin
Richard Charles Kendrick
John Declan Kerner
Andrew Kay Jin Khoo
Charles Bowler King III
Sara Lynn Kirchhoff
Kresimir Klecovic
Pierre David Knechtel
Elizabeth Carole Knuppel
Venkatama Ramana Kodali
Brian E. Kramer
Yuri Yurievich Krapivin
Guy Michael Kulman
JASON GRANT LaRose
Daniel Wayne Lantz
Adam Garrett Larson
Carolynne Anue LaSala
Claudia Ines Lauz
Arthur William Lavin
Amy Garfield Lavin
Chaitlin Lee
Ji Hyun Lee
Jinsoo Lee
Oliver Tsung Wen Lee
Sue-Jean Lee
Kevin J. Leff
Stuart Adam Levy
Bing Li
Yi Li
Eran R. Linville
Robert O’Connor Little
Robert Matthew Little
Stephen Ross Little
Beverly Nichole Lockett
Jorge Issamu Lopes
Eduardo Lopez-Soriano
David McLaughlin Lowe
Carrie Lynn Lumb-Dewey
Rachel Grace Lather
Noreene Lynch
Benjamin Micah Lyons
Shelly Renee Magalen
Michael James Majernik
Madhavi Makkena
Quintero Joseph Malleut
Shomita Mandal
Joshua Gerald Marder
Alexander David Maritczak III
Jon Michael Marriott
Christopher David Martin
Raphael Lagnardia Martins
Shalini Shelley Marwah
Francis Christopher V. Matac
Justin Andrew McCormack
John Douglas McCready
Alipi B. McCullough
Yves Bernard McMullen
Mia Meachem
Monique Michelle Means
Namita Satish Mehta

Antonio Pereira Melo
Guido Merighi
Huige M. Merritt III
Sonya M. Milord
Michelle Antoinnette Mitchell
Stacey M. Moore
Jamie Alison Morris
Mary Anastasia Murphy
Sean D. Myers
Ranjit Nair
Anupam Narula
Murali Nathani
Paul J. Nattr
Gerard Stefan Nessmann
Yuk Ping Ng
Phuong Thi-Bich Ngo
David M. Niewood
Tadeu de Mello Nunes
Eris Kathleen O’Brien
Victor Adetokunbo Olornosola
Josep Oriol
Uche Stanley Osuji
Elizabeth Marie Ott
Pierre Michel Oustinow
Reinaldo J. Padua
Robert Edward Pardue
Jin Yong Park
Joanna Elizabeth Parsons
Marcio Villas Boas Passos
Theodore Bohdan Passyn I1
Montgomery R. Paulsen
Dinah Fu-Wen Peng
Carlos Geraldo Perez
Christian Bernardo Perret
Russell Cameron Pierce
Paula Pombo
Marcie Phillip Porter
Apyru Ashwin Pratap
James Michael Prince
Priyesh James Purushothaman
Stephen Anthony Pyburn
Christopher D. Rae
William David Raitke
Gita Pappu Rao
Ilissa Ellen Rasner
Maureen B. Recker
Edward A. Rerisi
Michael Shannon Rhodes
Devon James Ritch
Matthew S. Rizzo
Jeffery Scott Robinson
Juan Eduardo Rodriguez
C. Frederick Rolle, Jr.
Joshua Michael Rose
Barbara Ann Rossmiller
Christopher Douglas Rowell
Luisa Anna Rubin
Robert Elliott Ruckman
Julia Anne Saige
Lore Angéla Sanchez
Kiran Chandra Sanka
Vijay P. Sankaran
Patricia L. Santarelli
Jennifer Ann Schilling
Carrie Elise Schillman
Philipp Hubertus Schmahl
Christian H. Schniewind
Amy Schwab
Peter Andrew Scilipote
Dmitri A. Sedov
Truman Thomas Semans
David Ryan Sequeira
Jay M. Shah
Diane Nakayama-Shapiro
Scott Willis Shaw
James Michael Sheehan
Daniel A. Shellenbarger
James Harlan Sherrill
Gaurav Singh
Hartaj Singh
Jonathon Steven Smigie
Elizabeth Stewart Snowdon
David Ira Sorkin

George Spiliopoulos
Jonathan Leonard Steinmetz
Ronald L. Silver
Edward Michael Stout
Marimuthu Subburathinam
Xiaowei Sun
S. John Supraman
Kenneth Lacy Surrratt
Masaki Tanaka
Charena Lynier Thompson
Paul Anthony Timm
Kimberly Christine Tinstman
Igor V. Tishin
Terence Nguyen Chieh Tong
David A. Torgrerson
Tiffany Nakia Townsend
Marissa Louise Traina

Vincent A. Trujillo
Kazunari Tsunaba
Dwayne Kenny Turner
Fernando J. Turner
Manuel Urrutia Barraquer
Christopher Thomas Vadas
Sanjay Singh Varooni
Deborah MacRae Vann
Daniel Jay Vogt, Jr.
Christopher Matthew Vuturo
Nathan Andrew Wain
Joseph Clifford Walker II
Takeshi Watabe
John Charles Watts
John Charles Weber, Jr.
Lisa Kim Weseley
Jason Stanford White

Jennifer Larkin Widham
Francis E.J. Wilde IV
Geren Lloyd Williams
Thomas C. Wilson, Jr.
William Joseph Wiseman IV
John Douglas Withrow
Alexandre Wolynec
Darryl Ashley Wood
Chien-Ing Wu
Elan Tsi Yaniv
Atsushi Yasutake
Hyun-Phil Yoon
Fernanda Yoshikawa
Alan Kwan Sung Young
Hansook Yun
Zhengxing Zhao
Duilio Zolli

MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

December 30, 2000

James Griffin
Gordon Francis Wilson

May 13, 2001

Timothy Russell Allen
B. Churmeka Bosket
Sarah K. Butzen
Maria Augusta Carrasco Espinosa

Vi Chen
Mary Jane Davis
William Henry Ewell
Lisa Trowbridge Frack
Jennifer Healey Haygood

Amy Elizabeth Hepburn
Brian J. Hickey
Bradley Wayne Hunt
Lisa Joan Jaworski
Ying Ji

Alexandra A. Kennaugh
Joshua Lewis Stayn
Keith Andre Talbot
Elizabeth Leah Tolle
Tanya Lynn Wolfram

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2000

Laura Elizabeth Barron
Rachael Haber

Donald Gordon Keddie
Robyn Marie Mattocks

Maria Claire Monge

December 30, 2000

Deborah Jeanne Wojcik Hall

May 13, 2001

Shayne Michael Cokerdem

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2000

Naji M. Aldosari
Joshua Levi Baker-LePain
Brian Beckage
Clinton Xavier Berni
Xixi Chen

Todd Lawrence Cignetti
Yanting Dong
Samuel H. Dribin
Jennifer Hurrihan
Ted Harder

Rui He
Wei Li
Hannah Oettinger Maynor
Kathleen Anne Miller
Anasuya Molan

Natasha A. Oka
Rui Miguel Batista Paulo
Kartik Sodeep
Yun Wang
Yusu Wang

December 30, 2000

Bao, Yujuan
Whitney C. Blackburn
John Benjamin Burchett
Salilaj S. Devarakonda
Anna Teresa Fernandez
Lena Fernandez
Ana Maria Garcia

Lesley Suzanne Glass
Christin Rene Hill
Yan Jiao
Tao Jin
Timothy Charles Jones
Dongmei Liu
Kiranmai D. Naidu

George Alexandru Pitoc
Stephan M. Poniaciak
Alejandro Sardon
Catherine Anne Seppanen
Vijay Srinivasan
Bo Tian
Vijay Varadarajan

Benjamin Logan Viglianti
Juhua Wu
Yi Yang
Peng Yin
Guangwei Yuan
Xiao Zhuang

[13]
May 13, 2001

Leonidas G. Alexopoulos
Ryan C. Aslam
Peter Scott Bannister
Mark Edward Borsuk
Catherine Agnes Calder
Mark Anthony Charles
Jason J. Christensen

Jie Dong
Yuu Fu
Laura Hilton Gunn
Damian Tane Herrick
Christopher Haydon Holloman
Jason Robert Kalt
Brian M. Kenna

Li, Baohong
Merrill Windous Liechty
Wendy Anne McCausland
Catherine Marine McClellan
Arthur F. McLean III
Hu Pan
Vikas Prabhakar

Ana Grohovac Rappold
Adolfo Francisco Rodriguez
David Sloan Stibling
Enrique ter Horst
Prachi Thakar
Wishamuruk Wechsatol
Tao Yu

MASTER OF ARTS
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2000

Aric Allan Anderson
Jennifer L. Anderson
Elva M. Arredondo
José Benito Berber López
Gauthshyn M. Bozhayeva
Alexander Chirkov
Lea Page Davis

Kelli Elyse Friedman
Elaine F. Gambill
Lila Ellen Gray
Jeffrey D. Grynaviski
Shani N. Harris
Sejal Joshi Pura

Julie Beth Kaplow
Sunghan Kim
Kristen Louise Kramer
Roger J. Liu
Tamar Mendelson
Rebecca Lynn Stangl

Lynn Elizabeth Talton
Simon T. Toney
Anne Greenhalgh Triulzi
Peter Matthew Volpe
Judith G. Wittenberg
Alexander I. Zakrevsky

December 30, 2000

James Manderson Barker
Ila Courtade Bevilacqua
Siobhan Marie Callahan
Amy Leigh Cash
Timothy Alan Catalano
Chen, Shangpin
Erin Shuannon Conroy
John D. Davies
Gwenden Louise Duquer
Renee M. Duplantis
Elizabeth Gorsuch

Robert Francis Graham
Daniel L. Greenberg
John David Griffin
Patty J. Hanneman
Laura Marie Higgins
Michael Jay Hornish
Jennifer Annie Jenkins
Tao Jiang
Claire Victoria Kramer
Justin Alexander Lancaster

Kim Fook Lee
Margaret Susan Lieberman
Julia Livinova
Katherine M. Miller
Ann Lorette Modrich
Brian P. Newman
Todd W. Pascarella
Katherine Lynn Porter
Chetan Rao
Amit Roy

Kimberlea Ann Schiro-Osman
Mary Josepha Sheridan
Urja Harish Seth
Lisa Hyatt Smith
Laura B. Stephenson
Elizabeth West Swan
Leslie McGuire Turner
Horiau Voicu
Stephen W. Willis
Dan Yasaki

May 15, 2001

Sheela Agarwal
Natalya Arabova
Hina Azam
Nicolle Renee Snyder Bagnell
Eric Matthew Bain
Amy Lynne Bonse
Kristi L. Bowman
Seth Aaron Boyd
Timothy C. Burt
Peter Gabriel Childers
Chuah Hong Leng
Sandra Jean Conoly
Raquel Dominguez Batista
George J. Dorfman
David Paul Filer
Josephine Saprid Gaston
Nancy Jean Gettel
Jeffery Thomas Goebel
Miriam E. Goldsmith
Timothy Lester Grant

Mark Wayland Graves
John Boone Greer
Ruth Ann Greulich
Sharon Elizabeth Grubb
Amanda Florence Gryzb
Karen Diane Haywood
Wengang He
Daniel J. Hoffman
Shahin A. Huseynov
Jamilia Ashira Karem
Jane Elizabeth Kasper
Varoujan Khatchatrian
Seonmin Kim
Yongkyu Lee
Hsin-ling Li
Yi-Hung Lin
Daniela Marconi
Jorge Gustavo Marturano
Chandra K. McClearn

Janice P. McKellar
Rati Mehrotra
Colleen Catharine Mitchell
Sandeep Shirish Mody
Nagatomo, Takanori
Cheryl Kopec Nahmias
Hank Okazaki
Takako Okuda
Stanley Ngalazu Phiri
Daniel Ramirez
Kathryn Derbes Ratte
Heather Phillips Read
Rebecca Jean Reeser
Thomas D. Rogers
Bobby Scott Shoemake
Craig D. Silverberg
James Anthony Silver
Anupam Sircar
Samantha Jean Sparks

Michael David Steen
William R. Terpening
Michele Marple Thomas
Rebecca Clark Thurston
Stacy Lynn Torian
Sean Patrick Trende
Justin Goodwin Trogdon
José Antonio Trujillo Ferreras
Jonathan M. Van Loo
Christine Marie Vitt
Lingjun Wang
Seth Harold Weinberger
Margot Danielle Weiss
Jayne Suzanne Wheeler
Ryuuchi Yamamoto
Scott E. Yonker
Gail E. S. Yoshitani
Dayong Yu
John R. Zachman
MASTER OF DIVINITY
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

September 1, 2000

Brian James Cornell
Lawrence Jason Dudley

Teddra Hussey-Bynes
Nancy Elizabeth Johnston

Sung Ho Kim
Charles Riddick Weber

Daniel Christian Armstrong
Paul Schuyler Cline
Hilton Jones Cochran
Michael Lee Cook
Rachel Mae Downs-Lewis

Lori Ann Peach Filban
Alvin B. Harmon
Teresa C. Holloway
Eric Allen Howell
Michael David Lancaster

Robert David Lewis
Herbert Lowry, Jr.
John Arthur Martin
Frances Elizabeth Hermann
Moran

Paul Greene Murphy
Donna McClain Thompson
Ronald J. Tune
Jerry Scott Webb

May 13, 2001

Anne Whiteside Ahl
William Carter Alkin
Travis J. Albrighton
Crystal McPhail Alexander
James Michael Arant
Kathryn Elizabeth Barba
Robert Christopher Barnett
Christopher Chance Barrow
Earllyne Jean Barley
Sara Marie Bodeninstein
Kristan Dale Bryant
Richard Lee Buff
Angela Darlene Burris
Cynthia Ann Burris
Antoinette Burwell
Pamela Denise Butts
Patricia Poteate Choplin
Garnet Marie Christian
Tracy Lee Clayton
William Mark Clayton
Katherine Vickers Cornell
Kenneth Leroy Davenport
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Characterization of the Abi-interactor (Abi) Proteins
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Tatjana Gajić
In Search of a Lost Nation: Intellectual Genealogies and Historical Revisions of the Serbian Nation in Jozef Origa y Gasset, Maria Zambrano and Rosa Chacel

Beth Joanna Geiman
Transmit Beam Estimation in Ultrasonic Imaging

Sina Ghaemmaghami
Analysis of Protein Stability by Hydrogen Exchange

Michael Aaron Gilchrist
Virology, Transmission, and Added Mortality: Measuring and Modeling the Relationships that Drive Parasite Evolution

Shuling Guo
Characterization of a Novel Class of Dual-Functional Inositol Labeled Phosphatases

Henry James Harkins
Brightening: A Quartet for Saxophones with Electronics

Janneke HilleRisLambers
Dormancy, Dispersal, and Density-Dependent Mortality: Coexistence of Temperate Forest Tree Species

Geoffrey Scott Hird
Carbohydromes: Synthesis and Characterization of a Novel Carbohydrate-Based Supramolecular Structure

Tao Hu
Mechanistic Studies of Enzymatic Type II DNA Topoisomerase and its Interaction with TOPO II-Targeting Drugs

Graham Gregory Hunt
“Ever New Formal Structures”: The Evolution of the Dialogue-Scene in Wagner’s Lohengrin

Andrew S. Jacobs
The Imperial Construction of the Jew in the Early Christian Holy Land

Jonathan Reith Killian
The Evolution of Genomic Imprinting From the Jurassic to the Clinic

Takam Kozak
Applications of the Random Neural Network to Some Inverse Problems in Image Processing

Melissa Land Koenig
An Empirical Investigation of the Intrahousehold Allocation of Time

Chun-Ta Lai
The Role of Carbon Dioxide and Water Vapor on Biosphere-Atmosphere Exchange

L. Robin C. LaPasha
From Chastushki to Tchekhovsky: Amateur Activity and the Production of Popular Culture in the Soviet 1930s

Hui Li
Selective Inhibition, Separation, and Photoactivation of Serine Proteases
Jing Li
LMIF-Based Controller Synthesis for Fuzzy Control Systems and Clustering-Based Sensor Fusion for UXO Detection

Lijuan Li
Capillary Electrophoresis and Laser Induced Fluorescence for DNA Sequencing, Chiral Separation and On-Line Immunosay

Ying Li
Isolation and Purification of Oligonucleotides by Ion-Exchange Studies on the Mechanism of Separation

Jinli Lin
Synthesis and Properties of New Classes of Boron-containing Nucleic Acids

David E. Little

Meredith Barman Long
Evaluating Catalytic Introns in Mammalian Cells for Potential Therapeutic Application

Stephen Barstow Long
Structural Biochemistry of the Protein Farnesyltransferase Reaction Path

Cindy Lustig
Interference in Implicit Memory

Scott M. Lynch
Life Course and Cohort Variation in the Relationship Between Education and Health and Mortality

Jonathan Scott Marvin
The Design and Control of Linked Functions in a Chemoreceptor

Madeline Gay McClenny-Sadler
Recovering the Daughter's Nobodys: A Formal Analysis of Israelite Kinship Terminology and the Internal Logic of Leviticus 18

Sara Leslie McIntosh
Fluorescence Lifetime Detection in Capillary Electrophoresis for DNA Analysis and Ink Fingerprinting

Diane Lynn McKay
Manufacturing War: Technology and Literary Production in the United States, 1917-1935

Alison Rebecca Meloni
The Mechanisms of RB/P130 Mediated Transcriptional Repression

Tamra Carol Mendelson
Patterns in the Evolution of Reproductive Isolation

Duane Anthony Mitchell
Class I Restricted Presentation of Exogenous Antigen by Dendritic Cells

Lisa Naomi Mulman
Modern Orthodoxy: Jewish Tradition and the Art of Return

Sarah Anne Mustillo
Discrimination as a Psychosocial Determinant of the Black/White Difference in Maternal Health, Preterm Delivery, and Low Birth Weight

Michael Peter Muth
The Augustinian Background of Bonaventure's Doctrine of Order

Celia Elizabeth Naylor-Ojuronge
"Now at Home with the Indians": African-American Slaves and Freedpeople in the Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory, 1838-1907

Charles P. Neuman
Coherent Off-Axis Undulator Radiation

Scott C. Nolen
Looking at the Continuity of Substance Use from Adolescence into Early Adulthood and Its Relation to Adolescent Delinquency and Early Adult Employment Status

Vanessa Marie Nyborg
I Too Sing America: Examining the Racial Experiences of African American Male Youth and Their Relation to Aggressive Behavior

Todd Hampton Oakley
Phylogenetic Reconstruction of Ancestral Character States

Thomas M. Osborne, Jr.
The Natural Law of God Over Self: The Role of Self-Interest in Thirteenth-Century Ethics

Vamsee Krishna Pandula
Assessment of Microcantilever Sensors to Detect Pure Explosive Particles and Explosive Matter Dissolved in Soil

Vladimir Pantyushin
Petroleum Production, Consumption, and Export in the USSR: New Estimates, 1865-1997

Joanne Panelli Panus
Regulation of Ovarian Expression by Antigen-Specific Helper T Cells In vivo

Carlos Humberto Parra
(Des)construcción Cultural y (Re)construcción Nacional: El Bolivia Histórico en la Narrativa Latinoamericana a Fines del Siglo XX

Sheila N. Patek
Signal-Producing Morphology and the Evolution of Palinurid Lobster Acoustic Communication

Craig Kristian Pepin
The Holy Grail of Pure Wissenschaft: University Ideal and University Reform in Post-World War II Germany

Jennifer Robin Perlmutter
Commemorating Individuals, Attracting Publics: Dynamics of the Anna Genre

Alyssa Kay Perez-Edwards
Gene Activation and Repression by Retinoid Receptors During Vertebrate Embryogenesis

Kristin Ann Pesola
Antonieta Rivero Mercado: Power, Culture and Sexuality in Post-Revolutionary Mexico

Michael George Pollack
Electrosmogging-Based Microactivation of Droplets for Digital Microfluidics

Jennifer Sarah Powers
Geographic Variation in Soil Organic Carbon Dynamics Following Land-Use Change in Costa Rica

Anne Johnson Pringle
Ecology and Genetics of Arboreal Mycorrhizal Fungi

John R. Rattliff
Economic News and Public Perceptions of the U.S. Economy

Mark Paul Richard
From Canadian to American: The Acculturation of French-Canadian Descendants in Lewiston, Maine, 1860 to the Present

David Blaine Ridley
Essays on Market Entry and Pricing Strategy

Brook Jenkins Sadler
Amaranthism and the Justification of Morality

Rodney Steven Sadler, Jr.
Can a Cushite Change His Skin? An Examination of Race, Ethnicity and Othodoxy in the Hebrew Bible

Rubi Sarikaya
Robust and Efficient Techniques for Speech Recognition

Andrew Mark Sauerwein
A Resurrection Series: Nine Movements after Drawings by Randall Speck

Norbert E. Schürrer
Lennox and Smolett in the Literary Marketplace: Authorship and Readership after Fielding and Richardson

Brian Clark Seabrook
Spectral Electrical Response Measurements and Petrophysical Characterization of Soils

Edward A. Shanken
Art in the Information Age: Cybernetics, Information Processing, and Telematics

Walter Neal Simmons
Carbon Ionic Diffusion in Mixed Lanthanide Dicarboxides for Use in Novel Carbon-Fuel Fuel Cells
Jennifer Ellis Snead
‡ "Men of Print": Pope, Young, Johnson, and the Augustan
"Man of Letters"

John Richard Stinchcombe
Evolutionary Ecology of Deer Resistance and Tolerance
in the Poylesport Morning Glory, Ipomoea hederacea

Leslie E. Stolz
Genetic and Biologic Characterization of a Family of Inositol
Polyphosphate 5-Phosphatases in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

David L. Stubbs
Sanctification as Participation in Christ: Working Through
the Pauline and Kantian Logics in Karl Barth's Theology
of Sanctification

Céline Hélène Taboy
Spectroelectrochemical Investigations of Iron Redox Behavior in
Selected Metallo-Proteins and Metallo-Protein Receptor Complexes

Nikki Marie Taylor
"Frontiers of Freedom: The African American Experience
in Cincinnati, 1802-1862

Stephen M. Trzaska
Molecular Recognition Studies of Host-Guest Ionophore-Siderophore
Complexes

Kara Miles Turner
"It Is Not at Present a Very Successful School": Prince Edward
County and the Black Educational Struggle, 1865-1995

Andrew Emerson Unsworth
Organ Pedagogy and Performance Practice in Boston, 1850-1900

Katrin Völker
Books for a Better Life: Publishers and the Creation of Middlebrow
Culture in Weimar Germany

Sung Ho Wang
Legendarian Submanifold Path Geometry

Audrey Lynn Sharon West
Whether by Life or by Death: Friendship in a Pauline Ethic
of Death and Dying

Natalie Ann Winniewski
Characterization of Mass Transport Through Implantable
Biosensor Membranes Using Microdialysis

Wei Xiong
Convergence Trading with Wealth Effects

Hui Yang
Enzyme Catalytic Activity in Reversed Micellar Microweakers
with Bile Salt Co-Surfactant

Xiaolan Ye
The Long Term Effects of Stress on Mental Health

Guiru Zhang
Mechanistic Studies of Stereoselective Free Radical Carbon-Carbon
Bond Forming Reactions

Tianhao Zhang
An Integrated Hierarchical Modeling and Simulation Approach
for Microelectrofluidic Systems

Haibin Zhu
Three Essays on Financial Crises

PERSONS WHO ARE LISTED SEPARATELY AS CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES OF
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Iain Robert Aspin
David Michael Harrild
Duane Anthony Mitchell
Joy Yee-jia Wu
Talene Alene Yacoubian
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

David R. Gergen - Doctor of Humane Letters

Faculty Sponsor - Joel L. Fleishman
Trustee Sponsor - A. Morris Williams, Jr.

Over the last three decades, David Gergen has been an active participant in American national life, including serving as an adviser to four U.S. presidents. At age thirty, he was head of the speechwriting and research team for President Nixon. He was special counsel to President Ford from 1975 to 1977, and in the early 1980s he served as the first communications director for President Reagan. In 1993, he served as counselor to President Clinton on both foreign policy and domestic issues, then as special international adviser to the president and to Secretary of State Warren Christopher.

Gergen currently serves as editor-at-large at U.S. News & World Report and as a regular analyst on ABC's Nightline. He is also a professor of public service at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government and co-directs its Center for Public Leadership. He previously taught at Duke’s Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy.

Last fall, he published Eyewitness to Power: The Essence of Leadership, Nixon to Clinton. In the book, he draws upon his extensive experience in the White House and offers lessons for leaders of the future.

Gergen is a native of Durham, and his father, John F. Gergen, was a professor of mathematics at Duke from 1936 to the time of his death in 1967. Gergen is an honors graduate of Yale University and the Harvard Law School.

Patrick M. Williams - Doctor of Fine Arts

Faculty Sponsor - Paul R. Bryan
Trustee Sponsor - Susan B. King

Patrick Williams, a 1961 graduate of Duke, has composed hundreds of scores for feature films and television, records, and concert works. His work has garnered an Academy Award nomination for the movie Breaking Away and a Pulitzer Prize nomination for An American Concerto (for Jazz Quartet and Symphony Orchestra). He also has received three Emmy Awards, nineteen Emmy nominations, two Grammy Awards, and ten Grammy nominations.

Williams is also an accomplished arranger. In the late 1970s, he worked as musical director/arranger for Frank Sinatra's Duets (I and II), and he has arranged for a number of other artists, including Barbra Streisand, Billy Joel, Paul Simon, Sinead O'Connor, and Gloria Estefan. He has worked in virtually every aspect of the music business, including owning his own Soundways record label.

Initially, Williams studied classical trumpet, but he led his own swing-oriented band while still in high school. His interest in both classical and jazz music was further developed at Duke, where he played first trumpet in the Duke Symphony and Concert Band and led the Duke Ambassadors, a sixteen-piece jazz band. He later attended Columbia University to study orchestration. From 1961 to 1967, he was active in New York studios, recording scores for documentary films and arranging recordings for many vocalists and several Broadway shows.

Since moving to Los Angeles in 1968, Williams has devoted his time to composing and arranging.

Charlayne Hunter-Gault - Doctor of Humane Letters

Faculty Sponsor - Karla F. C. Holloway
Trustee Sponsor - Wilhelmina M. Reuben-Cooke

Charlayne Hunter-Gault joined CNN two years ago, after working for two years as National Public Radio’s chief correspondent in Africa. She worked for twenty years with PBS, where she was a national correspondent for The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer. During that time, she also anchored the award-winning Rights and Wrongs, a television newsmagazine on human rights.

Her numerous honors include two Emmy Awards and two Peabody awards: one for her work on Apartheid’s People, a NewsHour series on life during apartheid in South Africa; the second for general reporting on Africa in 1998. Her reporting has also brought recognition from the National Association of Black Journalists, Amnesty International, and other organizations.

Hunter-Gault began her journalism career as a reporter for The New Yorker. She then worked as a local news anchor for WRC-TV in Washington before joining The New York Times. She worked for The Times for ten years, including two years as the newspaper’s Harlem bureau chief. While in New York in the 1970s, she also directed a minority journalism program at Columbia University.

Hunter-Gault is the author of In My Place, a memoir of her experiences at the University of Georgia, where in January 1961 she and Hamilton Jones became the first two African Americans to attend the university. The state of Georgia had tried to deny them admittance for two years. This January, the University of Georgia held ceremonies commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the university’s desegregation and named a building after Hunter-Gault and Holmes.
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS
TRINITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Summa cum laude

Amrita A. Ahuja
Uznila Asad Ali
David Matthew Baugh
Alison C. Blaine
Elizabeth Ann Blumenthal
Casey Lance Brown
Carey Ann Campbell
Keith Girolamo Cascio
Carrie Ann Chew
Michael Gohser
Brendan J. Cooney
Abbey Lauren Dennis
Maria Francesca Fackler
Nicole Leigh Fetter
Mia Weissenberg Fram
Karla Marie Fredricks
Jennifer Michelle Gardner
Kathryn Ann Gold
Bryn Gareth Gostin
Carey Seth Greene
Kelly A. Greenwood
Stephen Eric Gross
Heather Lynn Hartig
Jona A. Hattangadi
Nina Hess
Robert Chadwick Holmes
Thomas Armstrong Hope
Nathaniel Charles Johnson
Sara Lynn Johnson
Pooja Khera
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim
Lea Joanne Krivinskas
Rupinder Kaur Legha
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Sara Lynn Lipska
Allegra Ludwig
Corinne Elizabeth Martin
Holly Marie Martinson
Michele A. Matteo
Andrea Clare Mazzarino
Kristy Laura McBride
Andrew Charles McClelland
Susan Elizabeth Michelic
Edward Michael Brandt Minn IV
David Michael Naeger II
Jeffrey David Pierce
Rainer Nikolaus Karl Georg
Poley
Christopher Thomas Radom
Laurie Samach
Valerie J. Samulski
Jed Alan Santa Maria
Kristin Allison Sharrar
Joshua Samuel Schifffrin
Daniel P. Seeburg
Brian G. Skotko
Dane Eugene Swango
Katia M. Swinob
Eric Lawrence Tencer
Laura Louise Tischler
Thanawat Trivisavet
Ryan Lang VanGrack
Anil Someshwar Vedula
Sreekanth Venugopalan
Sunny Mei-Chun Wang
Jason Morgan Ward
Meredith Anne Young
Hoda Ahmed Yusuf
Jimmy Tachung Yu
Jeremy Harren Zaretzky

Magnae cum laude

James Edward Adler
Charles Howard Aitken
Marsha Anne Alexander
Michael John Allingham
Dara Rachel Alpert
Todd Philip Atlas
Nina Elizabeth Anwood
Jonathan Gregory Bae
Diane Elizabeth Bartley
Neeti Anil Batha
Sarah Jane Baumgartel
Sarah McKinley Bolen
Melanie Elizabeth Bolling
Garrett Lee Bradford
Amanda L. Brooks
Jeanmarie Kathryn Burigo
Cleveland Roswell Burke
Jaime Lynn Cassano
Melissa Claire Simone Cayanni
Rachel Judith Chait
Benjamin F. Chapman
Craig Thomas Chepke
Gabriel A. Cohen
Nathalie Corredor
Alissa L. Cowden
Genevieve Clare Daftary
Carole Anne De Souza
Mamie Huang Dong
Jeffrey Beck Dudas
Daniel C. Edwards
Pedro Escudero
Scott Fard
Andrew Ryan Fishel
Eric S. Fisher
Joseph Bernard Fox IV
Colin David Freccia
Elizabeth Ann Gaydos
Neelisha Shailesh Ghodadra
Deborah R. Glasofer
Robert C. Go, Jr.
Michael David Goodman
Carol Whitney Griffin
Matthew Thomas Griffin
Scott Alexander Hanson
Nicole Leigh Hedgecock
Katherine Brittain Hobbs
Holly Lain Humphrey
William C. Hutchinson
Michael Ding-Joy Iwang
Ali Naki Ibrahimiye
Amada Joy Jacobson
Anelia Anne Johnson
Peter Philip Jordan
Samir M. Joshi
Jinan Luisele Saleh Joudheh
Christopher Matthew Jozwik
David Kurt Juncker
Michelle Beth Kalas
Gregg L. Katz
Robert Jonathan Kaufman
Laura Rachael Keller
John Edgar Keny
Pooja Kumar
Licheng Lee
Winston Yulsien Lee
Robert Francis Levy
Ann Elizabeth Lewis
Mark Patrick Lewis
Hao Lo
Daniel James Lutz
Jennifer Christine Lutz
Daniel Poor Mallory
Marla Kristel Malik
Tamara Beth Mann
Karen Christine Marchiano
Dawn Elizabeth Marshall
Meredith Hope Martin
Kathleen Michelle McClellan
Carl Alexander Miller
Alan Ramin Mortezaie
David Christopher Morton
Cassandra Lynn Munoz
Matthew Edward Newell
Shu Wen Ng
Alison Elizabeth Niebanck
Lindsay Joan Nielsen
Dian N. Oh
Anil Kumar Panigrahi
Alicia Marie Pastor
Amir Bharat Patel
Susan Rachel Paul
William Edward Pearson III
Alison Michelle Perry
Megan Victoria Phifer
David Henning Phyar
Luka Pociowske
Meghan Elizabeth Poe
Jacqueline Elyse Pohl
Jonathan Richard Pollock
Stephen Andrew Poon
Suna Pottini
Siddharth Praveen Prabhu
Allison Michele Quick
Fatemah Rajai
Christopher Kerry Reedy
Ronit Adina Ridberg
Jessica Lynn Rosen
David Bradford Sapp
D’Anna Christine Saul
Eva Star Sayre
Brian Stephen Scarborough
Sarah Alpern Schneider
Joshua Keith Sekoski
Erin Stevenson Sheets
Jeremy Robert Simon
Kitty Michelle Sinaga
Karyn R. Singer
Jeffrey David Singersman
Michael Arudil Srilahari
Kristin MacLeod Stamm
Christina Stearns
Ashley Lynn Steed
Jay Edward Steele
Tricia Elizabeth Steele
Narayan Sundaram
Jan Paul Szatkowski
Stacie Taranto
John Alexander Thacker
Alexander George Topala
Katherine Lenore Trou
Scott Matthew Tynan
Karen Judith Unis
Jonathan Daniel Uslauer
Brandon L. VanGrack
Andy Eli Viner
Annie Levin Vinik
Luke John Voytas
Ruth Ann Waldo
Korando Alicia Wallace
Heather Elizabeth Watts
Douglas H. Weinstein
Sally Weinstein
David Collins Weksberg
Jennifer Taylor West
Meredith Lynn White
William Durham White
Erica Lynn Williams
Meredith Elaine Wilson
Jordon Ariel Winokur
Daniel Wolfson
Andrea Yuen-Ling Wong
Gynitha Richards Young
Jeremy Brett Zucker
GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION

Art and Art History
* Bryan Jeffrey Frank
  Kristin Marie Posehn

Asian and African Languages and Literature
Nicole Anne Hess

Biological Anthropology and Anatomy
Nicole Leigh Hedgcock
  Brian G. Skotko

Biology
Matthew R. Alexander
  Rhonda Lynn Bitting
  Michael Scott Brown
  Elaine Yi Chen
  Jacob G. Guellar
  Charles Joseph David
  Mamie Huang Dong
  Dick Wah Gong
  Michael David Goodman
  Heather Lynn Hartig
  Jona A. Hattangadi
  Carrie Elizabeth Johnson
  Karyn Autumn Kaplan
  Licheng Lee
  Winston YuHsin Lee
  Hau Lo
  Andrew Charles McClendon
  Michael David McElroy
  David Byung Min
  Neville F. Mistry
  David Michael Naege II
  Devesh Mahesh Pandya
  Anil Kumar Panigrahi
  Megan Victoria Phifer
  Joyce Anne Philip
  Stephen Andrew Poon
  Tracie Marcella Quarles
  Fatemeh Rajai
  Sheila Joy Roberts
  Daniel P. Seeburg
  Majid Shafei
  Karyn R. Singer
  Katherine Allison Smith
  Ashley Lynn Steed
  Cheryl C. Tan
  Fay Ann Inigo Trimor
  Sreekanth Venmulapalli
  Koranda Alicia Wallace
  Sunny Mei-Chun Wang
  Heather Elizabeth Watts
  David Collins Wexberg

Kurt Siegfried Wenk

Chemistry
  Michael John Allingham
  Nicole Leigh Feeter
  Holly Lain Humphrey
  Luka Pociavsek
  Christopher Thomas Radom
  Matthew William Sherwood
  Jerona Alyse Thomas
  Brian Edward Weiner
  Elaina Alexandra Zverina

Comparative Area Studies
Karen Anderson
  Alexander Leor Fatkal
  Mary Elizabeth Mackey
  Andrea Clare Mazzarino
  Elisabeth Sinclair Richardson

Computer Science
* Sara Harris
** Daniel Bertrand Neill

Cultural Anthropology
Ali Malik Arain
  Anvemie Jede Barling

Earth and Ocean Sciences
John-Paul Osborne

Economics
* Lily Ingram Daniel
* Joseph Conrad Lewis, Jr.
* Khalil Nicholas Rafic Maalouf
* Shu Wen Ng
  Adora Chiamaka Ofodilfe
  Siddharth Praveen Prabhu
  Christopher Kerry Reed
  Joshua Samuel Schiffrin
  Thanawat Trivisawat
  Seth James Wechter

Economics
Lily Ingram Daniel
  Joseph Conrad Lewis, Jr.
  Ulrich Nicholas Rafic Maalouf
  Shuwen Ng

English
* Kelvin Calhoun Black
  Carliss N. Chatman
* Lisa Marie Cronican
* Carole Anne De Souza
** Maria Francesca Fackler
  Allison Marie Gluva
  Daniel Poor Mallory
  Katie Ann Richardson
** Eva Star Sayre

History
Maame Aba Coleman
  Eric John Bosch
  Keona Katrice Ervin
  Rupinder Kaur Legha
  Luka Pociavsek
  Erik Nathaniel Sasso
  Alice Elisabeth Steinmetz
  Stacie Taranto
  Torrence Nathaniel Thomas
  Jason Morgan Ward

Literature
Philip Anthony Tinari

Mathematics
** Carl Alexander Miller

Music
Todd Philip Atlas
* Mia Weissgarten Frang
* Joshua Keith Sekoski

Physics
Daniel Joseph Bierenbaum
  Paul Howard Bunn
  Tze Tzen Ong

Political Science
R. Calvin Dark II
  Alyssa Kay Dragignich
  Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
  Rebecca Malcolm
  Matthew Edward Newell
  Lindsay Rae Pennington
  Richard Pochkhamawala
  Amy Tsue-Mei Yuen

Program II
Jeanmarie Kathryn Burigo
  Pouja Kumar
  Adam Dean Mandel

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Summa cum laude

Ashish Ambavi Bhimani
  Caner Michael Cooperrider
  David Frederick Cristman
  William Ryan Edwards
  James Roy Greengrass
  Jeffrey Pen-Te Kung
  Ning Lin
  Tennyson Jianshu Liu
  Daniel Bertrand Neill

Magna cum laude

Alexis Lynn Beatty
  Chih Lynn Cheng
  Sarah Victoria Dailey
  Austin Matthew Derfus
  Iwei Hsieh
  Eric Wayne Inge
  Amin Bryant Ko
  Jennifer Henrica Lee
  Ko An Lin
  David Richard Mandel
  John Andrew McKe
  Sameer Rayachoti
  Vishal Raj Sahni

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Summa cum laude

Ashish Ambavi Bhimani
  Caner Michael Cooperrider
  David Frederick Cristman
  William Ryan Edwards
  James Roy Greengrass
  Jeffrey Pen-Te Kung
  Ning Lin
  Tennyson Jianshu Liu
  Daniel Bertrand Neill

Magna cum laude

Alexis Lynn Beatty
  Chih Lynn Cheng
  Sarah Victoria Dailey
  Austin Matthew Derfus
  Iwei Hsieh
  Eric Wayne Inge
  Amin Bryant Ko
  Jennifer Henrica Lee
  Ko An Lin
  David Richard Mandel
  John Andrew McKe
  Sameer Rayachoti
  Vishal Raj Sahni

Public Policy Studies
Neeta Arun Bidwai
  Ryan Matthew Calbi
  Brendan J. Cooney
  Christina Dolenga Cordes
  Joshua Allen Gartner
  Charles Bryce Hadlow
  Natalie H. Huang
  Scott Harris Kaiser
  Melissa Ju-Chin Lan
  David Bradford Sapp
  Jennifer Lynn Stapleton
  Jennifer Taylor West

Religion
** Stephen Bradley Perkins

Romance Studies
Pedro Escudero
  Sara Lynn Lipka

Slavic Languages and Literature
* Andrea Yuen-Ling Wong

Women’s Studies
* Renee Nicole Goodreau
** Sara Lynn Johnson
  Staci Danielle McElwain
** Deborah Steinberg

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
Cum laude

Adam Kagan Carson
Ty Allen Cashen
Emre Kenan Eler
Gregory Thomas Hasbrouck
Mark William Jenkins
Matthew Steven Johannes
David Paul Kowalski
Michael Gregory Leins
Kevin Michael Lennox
Stephen Matthew McCants
Erin Kathleen McClure
Jao Jih Ou
Peter Sobolewski
Jessica Margaret Stankiewicz
Jayaprakash Venkatraman
Maisy Seow Yee Wang
Christopher Andrew Winter

Elections to Tau Beta Pi

Alexis Lynn Beatty
Ashish Ambavi Bhimani
Ty Allen Cashen
Chih Lynn Cheng
David Frederick Cristman
Austin Matthew Derfus
William Ryan Edwards
Andrew Smith Exnicios
James Roy Greengrass
Gregory Thomas Hasbrouck
Mark William Jenkins
Alvin Bryant Ko
David Paul Kowalski
Jeffrey Fen-Te Kung
Jennifer Henrica Lee
Michael Gregory Leins
Kevin Michael Lennox
Tennyson Jianshu Liu
Eriin Kathleen McClure
John Andrew McKee
Daniel Bertrand Neil
Jao Jih Ou
Vishal Raj Sahni
Frederick Chase Stock
Jason Chihchung Tsao
Christine Tse
Jayaprakash Venkatraman
Paul William Weber
Michael Yun Xia

Graduation with Distinction

Engineering — Biomedical
* Ashley Grace Aston
   Ashish Ambavi Bhimani
   Ty Allen Cashen
   Emmanuel Yih-Herng Chang
   Amy Norris Congdon
   Harminder Singh Desgun
   Austin Matthew Derfus
   Jessica Lynne Foley
   Ethan Joshua Fricklas
   Alan Michael Gust
   Eric Wayne Inge
   Jonathan Lee Jesneck
   Alvin Bryant Ko
   Jennifer Koh
   Rebecca Marie Kohl
   David Paul Kowalski
   Helen-Chi Lee
   Jennifer Henrica Lee
   Ning Lin
   Tennyson Jianshu Liu
   John Andrew McKee
   Jao Jih Ou
   Gianmarco Francesco Pintone
   Eric Christopher Pua
   Luke Thomas Reineke
   Mark Evan Dobosy
   Engineering — Civil
   James Adam Bryan
   Pei-Ju Chiang
   James Roy Greengrass
   Tze Tzen Ong
   Arame Techawiboonwong
   Howard G. Clark Award

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Elections to Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing

Sabrina Dawn Adkins
Kimberly L. Arnold
Linda Hill Astalos
Jennifer Louise Ball
Alice Diann Beane
Laura Cooke Bridgers
Melissa Joyce Brown-Patram
Donna Grutchfield Carroll
Allison Knox Cheek
Michelle Marie Coffey
Jennifer Meno Constantin
Gregory Kimberly Crowlder
Victoria James Matheddath Cryer
Elizabeth Anne Everton
Vinette Eily Gordon
Monica Michelle Green
Jennifer A. Hanley
Linda Alphon Heath
Tanya Kristin Henley
Stephanie Pickett
Lysianne Suzanne Pruitt
Michael Andrew Shannon
Tanya Reams Smallwood
Zahra Tashakkori
Faith Danice Underwood
Cindy Elaine Blackwell White
Paula V. Wingo

Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges

Diane Mary Allen
Alice Diann Beane
Allison Knox Cheek
Thomas Stephen Clark
Christine Susanne Dale
Anne L. Derouin
Jennifer A. Hanley
Tanya Kristin Henley
Kelley Kuczynski
Holly Suzanne Lieder
Gary E. Macy
Elizabeth Ann McCarthy
Stephanie Pickett
Tanya Reams Smallwood
Marie N. Minns
Henry Cutler Torrey

FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Fuqua Scholars

Michael C. Armstrong
Prakash Arya
Hector Fabian Barros
Matthew James Bentley
Susan L. Despins
Karl Frederick Dicker
Kristopher Michael Dickson
Amy B. Eberle
Dorothy Oscarlyn Elder
Gina Renae Fieber
Jeffrey Adam Finkelstein
Wei-Lin Lynn Gaspar
Vern L. Gieser
Russell Todd Goin
Brian Todd Grossberg
Gregory Erucro Grunberg
Daniel P. Homiler
Michael Allen Jenkins
Bruce Alan Jobe
Guy Michael Kulman
Robert Matthew Little
David McLawhorn Love
Patrik N. Lundquist
Lori Ann Madill
Christopher David Martin
Justin Andrew McCormack
Paul J. Navin
Yuk Ping Ng
Allen B. Parker
Steven F. Peters
Aparupa Ashvin Pratap
Stephen Anthony Pyburn
Jeffery Scott Robinson
C. Frederick Rolle, Jr.
Christopher Douglas Rowell
Joseph E. Schieble
Peter Andrew Scilipote
Ronald L. Silver
Edward Michael Stout
Terence Nguyen Chee Tong
David A. Torgerson
William Joseph Wiseman IV
Alexandre Wolnyec
William Ernest Youngs III
DIVINITY SCHOOL

Summa cum laude

Anne Whiteside Ahl
Katharine Haywood Baker
Julie Ann Vermeer Elliott
Jeffrey Arthur Hall

Eric Allen Howell
Paul Ji Hoon Kim
Robert David Lewis
Samuel Ian McCrimmon

Lee Roger Owens
Kristen R. Richardson
Sarah Elizabeth Conrad Sours
Stephen Bentley Sours

Magna cum laude

William Carter Akin
Kirstan Dale Bryant
Cynthia Ann Burris
Paul Schnyder Cline
Katherine Sue Elsay

Anna Katherine Ellerman
Peter Joseph Gulden
Dexter Selle McGoy Hall
Craig Thomas Kocher
Lesley Jan Walsh Krieger

Susan Ratchford Mazzara
Christina Ross McLaIn
Sung Wook Oh
Todd Dennis Oswald
Toni Ruth Phillips

Charles Frederic Stone III
Jeffrey Allan Vogel
David Reed Williamson

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Electives to Alpha Omega Alpha

Ian Robert Asplin
Anastasia Marie Balias
Scott Michael Blackmon
Daniel Rogers Burnett
David Hunter Cherwek

Terri J. Halperin
Matthew Gagen Hartwig
Thelma Joelle Kokes
Colin Guy Looney
Akash Arvind Patel

Christina Gonzalez Pollock
Michele Terese Quinn
Ryan Bennett Scannell
Kelly Ann Walton

Michael Stuart Waugh
Melissa Fair Wellons
Joy Yee-jia Wu
Tulane Alene Yacoubian

ELECTIONS TO PHI BETA KAPPA

Unzila Asad Ali
Nina Elizabeth Atwood
David Matthew Baugh
Jessica Beattie
Ashish Ambabi Bhimani
Alison C. Blaine
Elizabeth Ann Blumenthal
Herbert Bonnet
Joseph Paschal Brooks III
Carey Ann Campbell
Keith Girolamo Casco
William Sterling Case
Edgar Mahan Cheely III
Cory Keryei Chen
Chih Lynn Cheng
Craig Thomas Chepke
Carrie Ann Chew
Rachel Freya Cohen
Michael Golsher
Brendan J. Cooney
David Frederick Cristman
Mandana Mobaraka Dashtaki
Aaron M. DeLong
Abby Lauren Dennis
Aaron Paul Dorn
Courtney Ruth Drake
Jeffrey Beck Dudas
Maria Francesca Fackler
Nicole Leigh Fetter
Mia Weisenzberg Fram
Karla Marie Fredricks
Karen Ruth Freeman
Jennifer Michelle Gardner
Neiles Shaleesh Ghodadra
Kathryn Ann Gold
Bryn Gareth Gostin

Nicole P. Grannis
Shelby Jaye Grannowitz
Kelly Erin Grant
Carey Seth Greene
James Roy Greengrass
Kelly A. Greenwood
Stephen Eric Gross
Robbin Elizabeth Guthrie
Benjamin Jason Hanauer
Heather Lynn Hartig
Jona A. Hattangadi
Nina Hess
Erin Elizabeth Hollingsworth
Robert Chadwick Holmes
Jeremy Alton Huff
Peter Andrew Hurtman
Michael Dingjay Hwang
Colby Bradford Holman Jenkins
Nathaniel Charles Johnson
David Kurt Juncker
Prateeti Prabhaker Khazanee
Pooja Khera
Carleton Kingsford
Matthew William Kowalick
Jeffrey Pen-Te Kung
Kate Richardson Lawrence
Winston YuHsien Lee
Rupinder Kaur Legha
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Sara Lynn Lipka
Tennyson Janshu Liu
Katherine Anne Lothman
Allegra Ludwig
Jennifer Christine Lutz
Yue Ma
Corinne Elizabeth Martin

Holly Marie Martinson
Michele A. Matteo
Andrea Clare Mazzarino
Kristy Laura McBride
Andrew Charles McGlelland
Edward Jeffrey Messner
Susan Elizabeth Michelich
Carl Alexander Miller
Daniel Aaron Miller
Edward Michael Brandt Minn IV
Elias Ibrahim Munnah
Cassandra Lynn Munoz
David Michael Naeger II
Jennifer L. Nansteel
Daniel Bertrand Neill
Daniel S. Oh
Anil Kumar Panigrahi
Alison Michelle Perry
Jeffrey David Pierce
Karla Isabel Pita Loor
Jacqueline Elyse Pohl
Rainer Nikolaus Karl Georg Poley
Jonathan Richard Pollock
Cara Danielle Power
Christopher Thomas Radom
Christine Ann Ragusa
Fatemeh Rajaii
Jeremy Brent Ratz
Ashlan Paige Reid
Anne Wylde Robinson
Vishal Raj Sahni
Jami Anne Saltiel
Laurie Samach
Valarie J. Samulski

David Bradford Sapp
Mark J. Sayers
Kristin Allison Sbarra
Brian Stephen Scarborough
Casey Schnierer
Daniel P. Seeburg
Joshua Keith Sekoski
Dara Sharifi
Erin Stevenson Sheets
Brian G. Skotko
Sara Lynn Smith
John Charles Snyder
Felicia Gail Sober
Michael Arudhi Srilhari
Dane Eugene Swango
Kavita M. Swaroop
Holly Jane Tate
Eric Lawrence Tencer
Ashish Dinesh Thekdi
Laura Louise Tischler
Thanawat Trisavat
Jason Chihchung Tsao
Jonathan Daniel Uslaner
Ryan Lang VanGrack
Anil Somawar Vedula
Sreekathem Vemulpallli
Jessica Erin Vick
Sunny Mei-Chun Wang
Jason Morgan Ward
Gary Thomas Williams
Gregory Ming-Cheng Wu
Michael Yun Xia
Patricia Pai-Lun Yeh
Meredith Anne Young
Jeremy Harren Zaretsy

ELECTIONS TO SIGMA XI, THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY

Rhonda Lynn Bitting
Paul Howard Bunn
Norman William Edwards
Lauren Ann Fine
Michael David Goodman

James Roy Greengrass
Ali Naki Ibrahimiyin
Licheng Lee
Winston YuHsien Lee
David Michael Naeger II

Catherine Elizabeth Pesce
Megan Victoria Phifer
Jeffrey David Pierce
Elizabeth Anne Race

Ashley Lynn Steed
Jan Paul Statzkowski
Heather Elizabeth Watts
Cynthia Richards Young
SPECIAL PRIZES AND AWARDS

Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Distinguished Graduates
Jennifer Joy Bassler
Jaime Ann Crossler

Blue Chip Award
David Richard Mandel

African and African-American Studies
Mary McLeod Bethune Writing Award
First Place: Keona Katrice Ervin
Second Place: Travis Andre Goyles

Art and Art History
Mary Dale Biddle Foundation
Visual Arts Award
Kristin Marie Posehn

Nancy Kaneh Art History Award
Bryan Jeffrey Frank

Vernon G. Pratt Award
Elaine Yi Chen

Asian/Pacific Studies
Sienna Wadun Memorial Scholarship
Mamie Huang Dong
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim
Melissa Ju-Chin Lan
Sunny Mei-Chun Wang

Athletics
ACC Plaque for Excellence, Scholarship and Athletics
Shane Courteney Battier
Georgia M. Schweitzer

Biology
Edward C. Horn Prize for Excellence in Biology
David Michael Naeger II

Excellence in Plant Science Prize
Charles Joseph David

Business
Fuqua Distinguished Service Award
Jennifer Fenoglio Barnard
Sharon M. Flynn
Jorge Issamnu Lopes

ASA T. Spraulding, Sr. Award for Leadership
Julie Anne Beattie
Amy Clarfield Lavin

MBAA Presidential Award
Julie Anne Beattie
Uche Stanley Osuji

Dean’s Recognition Award
Lucy Beevor
Dorothy Oscarlyn Elder
Isabella Gomez
Leslie M. Huetter
Erin DeMarce Ingraham
Stuart Adam Levy
Aliya B. McCullough
Edward A. Reisi
Ronald L. Silver
Charsee Lynier Thompson

Chemistry
American Chemical Society Analytical Division Undergraduate Award
Michael John Allingham

Department of Chemistry Award
Christopher Thomas Radom

Chemical Rubber Company Handbook Award
Luka Pocivavsek

Hypocrite Scholar Award
Christopher Thomas Radom

Kenneth Gordon Fellowship
Katie Whitman Arrington
Luka Pocivavsek
Katherine Lenore Touw
Elaina Alexandra Zorino

Merk Index Award
Nicole Leigh Petter

Cultural Anthropology
Judith E. McGuire Memorial Prize
Ronit Adina Rieberg
Stephanie Lynn Schumann

Divinity
P. Wesley Atken Pastoral Care Award
Para Lee Rodenhizer Drake

Fellowship Seminar in the United Methodist Church
Methodist and Worship Arts
Kristen R. Richardson

Hoyt Hickman Award for Excellence in Liturgics
Rachel Mac Downs-Lewis
Robert David Lewis

Jamison Jones Preaching Award
Craig Thomas Kocher
Ginger Ann Thomas

Drama
John M. Clum Award for Distinguished Drama Graduate
Alyson Beth Levy

DeLezki Summer Stipend for Internships and Training
Scott Evan Epstein

Tommaso Iacovetta Award for Excellence in Acting
Charles Howard Aitken

Augusto Lentricchia Award for Excellence in Directing
Ting-Ting Hu

Reynolds Price Award in Scriptwriting
Shaun Gidon Raviv

Dale Randall Award in Dramatic Writing
Megan Marie Lynn

Kenneth J. Rosson Award in Design, Management, or Production
Adia Michelle Morris

Earth and Ocean Sciences
Thomas V. Laska Memorial Award
Dana Beth Himmel

Estesing Award
Erica Lynn Williams

Education
Winfred Quilton Holton Prize in Education
Laura Elizabeth Hayman

Engineering
The American Society of Civil Engineers Prize
Maria Louise Janaro
Charles Chanyo Lee
Christopher Lee Shoemaker

David Randall Fuller Prize
David Brian Savage

The Helmholtz Award
Aishah Ambavhi Bhumani

Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science
Faculty Award
Camer Michael Cooperrider

Otto Meier, Jr., Tau Beta Pi Award
James Roy Greengrass

Aubrey E. Palmer Award
Sarah Victoria Dailey
Gregory Thomas Hasbrouck

Theo C. Pilkington Award
Brandon Hugh Stroy

Eric J. Pas Award
Mark Evan Dobossy

Pi Tau Sigma Scholarship Award
Adam Kagan Carson

Charles Ernest Sanger Memorial Award
James Roy Greengrass
Jayaparakash Venkatraman

Walter J. Steddy Scholastic Award
Daniel Bernard Neill

George Sherwood III Memorial Award in Electrical Engineering
William Ryan Edwards
Daniel Bertrand Neill

William Benoist Stone Environmental Engineering Award
Sarah Victoria Dailey

The da Vinci Award
Ning Lin
Tennyson Jianshu Liu

English
Academy of American Poets Prize
Allison Marie Ghuna

Stanley E. Fish Award for Outstanding Work in British Literature
Lisa Marie Cronican

Anne Flexner Award for Poetry
Michelle Beth Kalas

Anne Flexner Award for Fiction
First Place: Amy Frances Vinas
Second Place: Michael Klinger
Laura Brooke Lawrence
Peggy Bayee Liao
Richard Andrew Murphy
William Eugene Richheimer
Kelly Ann Walton
Annie Tais Priscille Manuella Woël

Dean’s Recognition Award
Daniel Rogers Burnett
Laura Brooke Lawrence
Colin Guy Looney
Richard Andrew Murphy
Melissa Fair Wellons

Dean’s Tuition Scholarship
Christina Margarita Cavazos
Thelma Joelle Kukas
Quinterol Joseph Mallette
Roger Anthony Martinez

E. E. Osmar Award
David Hunter Cherwek
Terri J. Halperin
Christina González Pollack

Eugene A. Stead Research Scholarship
Peggy Bayee Liao
John P. Murray
Carolyn Clayton Port

Four Schools Scholarship
Anastasia Marie Balius
Audresh Benerjee
Gordon Ka Wing Lam
John Peter Morcos

Agilent Technologies Award
Anastasia Marie Balius
Scott Michael Blackmon
Matthew Galen Hartwig
Akash Arvind Patel
Ryan Bennett Scannell

Howard Hughes Scholarship
Christian Paul Erickson
Art Justin Green
Terri J. Halperin
Matthew Galen Hartwig
Gordon Ka Wing Lam
Jean-Christophe Andrew Leveque
Colin Guy Looney
Michael Stuart Waugh

Howard Hughes NIH Program
Eun Ji Shin
Melissa Fair Wellons

Humanism in Medicine
Mary Beth Dixon Vo

Ideal Physician Award
Michael Stuart Waugh

Markee Anatomy Award
Lauretta Anne Ziajko

Merrick Manual Award
Theodore Howard Cohen
John Peter Morcos
Lauretta Anne Ziajko

Michael R. Nathan Memorial Award
Katelyn Anne Raj

Eva J. Selther Award
Jacqueline Giulia Margot Raetz

Senior Scholarships
Anastasia Marie Balius
Daniel Rogers Burnett
Theodore Howard Cohen
Terri J. Halperin
Eric J. Harker
Matthew Galen Hartwig
Colin Guy Looney
John Peter Morcos
Christina González Pollock
Michele Therese Quinn
Ryan Bennett Scannell
Shamim A. Sinan
Kelly Ann Walton
Stefan Craig Weiss
Melissa Fair Wellons

Strickland Scholarship
Frank William Martinez
Duy Khanh Thi Pham

Thomas Jefferson Award
Kelly Ann Walton

Talmadge Le Pote Neuromanatomy Award
Jean-Christophe Andre Leveque

Military Science
George C. Marshall Award
Daniel James Lutz

Distinguished Military Graduates
Daniel James Lutz

Music
Julia Wilkinson Mueller Prize
for Excellence in Music
Andrea Catherine Phelps
Joshua Keith Seloski

Henry Schuman Music Prize
Shinpei Takeda

Naval Science
American Legion Scholarship
Tania Ermano Anderson

Burke Award
Erin Leigh Rikard

Secretary of the Navy Distinguished Midshipman Award
Erin Leigh Rikard

National Defense Industrial Association Award
Ethan Oliver Van Brunt

National Defense Transportation Award
Erin Leigh Rikard

Marine Corps League Award
Anthony Moon Pettes
Michael Thompson Pettes

Naval Submarine League Outstanding Achievement
Tania Ermano Anderson

Nursing
National Health Service Corps Scholarship
Lisa Michelle King
Elizabeth G. Verpille Award
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis

Psychology
Karl E. Zener Award for Outstanding Performance of an Undergraduate Major in Psychology
Joyce Tien Chueh Au

Public Policy Studies
Joel Fleishman Distinguished Scholar Award
Robert Jonathan Kaufman

Terry Sanford Leadership Award
Jacque Nicole French

Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy Faculty Award for Student Excellence-Master of Public Policy Program
Lisa Trowbridge Frack
Amy Elizabeth Hepburn

Romance Studies
Robert J. Niess/Alexander Hull Award in French
Andrew J. Christensen

Rhodes Scholarship
David Matthew Baugh

Harry S. Truman Scholar
David Matthew Baugh
LaKeytria Windray Felder

Winston Churchill Foundation Scholarship
David Bertrand Neill

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Michael Colsher
Daniel Bertrand Neill
Fatemah Rajai

Morris K. Udall Scholarship
Carey Seth Greene

Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in Humanistic Studies
Kelvin Callhoun Black

Beinecke Memorial Scholar
Dane Eugene Swango

The University Scholar/Teacher Award
Gerardine DeSancts

The Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award
Kathy M. Rudy

The Distinguished Alumni Award
John A. Koskinen
ANGIER B. DUKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
David Matthew Baugh
Emmanuel Yih-Hereng Chang
Michael Golsher
Jona A. Hattangadi
Jonathan Lee Jesneck
Malia Beth Knezek
Pooja Kumar
Bonnyong Lee
Sara Lynn Lipka
Tennyson Jianshu Liu
Daniel Bertrand Neill
Daniel S. Oh
Brian G. Skotko
Anil Someswar Vedula
Andrew Yuen-Ling Wong

BENJAMIN N. DUKE SCHOLARSHIP LEADERSHIP AWARD
Elizabeth Wheatley Aycock
Adam Mitchell Bentley
Kelvin Calhoun Black
LaKeytria Windray Felder
Susan Callin Miller
Matthew Crawford Pritchard
Katherine Shipley Robertson
Jason Morgan Ward
Robert A. Leandro

REGINALDO HOWARD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Kevin Calhoun Black
Kevin Maurice Edwards
LaKeytria Windray Felder
Travis Andre Gayles
Richard Lee Pearsall, Jr.
LaTashra Pough
Antonio J. Reynolds
Tenéza Waredon Richardson
Antonio Terrell Robinson
Donata Jenine Vines

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
David Henning Plylar

TRINITY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Dennis Scott Davis
Eva Blount Dubuissi
Holly Lain Humphrey

PRESIDENT’S RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AWARD
Stefan Adrian Gradinaru
Robert Jonathan Kaufman
Megan Victoria Phifer
Phillip Anthony Tinari

WILLIAM J. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Kimberly Virginia Allman
Denis Godwin Antoine
Troy Scott Austin
Ryan Thomas Balch
Shane Courtney Battier
David Matthew Baugh
Jordan Michael Bazinsky
Norman Stephen Bradley
Monica Lynn Carlson
Emmanuel Yih-Hereng Chang
Carliss N. Chatman
Elizabeth Hope Clark
Jaime Ann Crossler
Brian M. Culang
Genevieve Clare Daftary
Abby Lauren Dennis
Jennifer Lynne Downing
James Michael Dupree IV
Elana Michelle Erdstein
Nicole Leigh Fetter
Karla Marie Fredricks
Jasmin Nicole French
Travis Andre Gayles
Kate Gibson Heath
Alexis Nicole Hightsmith
Michael Ding-Jay Huang
Jaimie Caren Kent
James Edward Lazarus
Robert T. Leonard, Jr.
Sara Lynn Lipka
Alya DaVeene Nave
Gregory Pessin
M. Hussain Reza Premjee
Jorge Rivera Rangel
Jessica Kristen Reitz
Ronit Adina Rithberg
Georgia M. Schweitzer
Harsha Setty
Brian G. Skotko
Allan Christopher Stevens
Jonathan Daniel Uslaner
Pamela Malisa Wells
May Jim Yen

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
ENSIGN, UNITED STATES NAVY
Daniel Emrono Anderson
John L. Farrell
Richard Winfield Kells
Leonard Kimball Payne IV
Ethan Oliver Van Brunt
Erin Leigh Rikard
Andrew Jarrett Tompkins
George Blanchard Watkins

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Anthony Moon Pettes
Michael Thompson Pettes

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY
Andrew Smith Exnicios
Sarah Cassidy Gage
Matthew Alexander Tallon
Paul William Weber
Andrew Richter Florenz
Daniel James Luiz

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Jennifer Joy Bassler
John Eaton Cole
Jaime Ann Crossler
Ross Michael Montante
Shaye Gabrielle Brothernton
Neils John Cotter
David Richard Mandel
James Michael Morgan
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY, RETIRING

Nels C. Anderson, Jr. (1960)*
Sandra P. Bigner (1977)
Jackson W. Carroll (1993)
Ernesto G. Caserta (1970)
James Tsung-tsun Chen (1965)
C. Keith Connors (1989)
Charles W. Erwin (1969)
Lawrence E. Evans (1963)
Jerome M. Feldman (1968)
Daniel T. Gianuturo (1963)
Diane L. Hatchell (1985)
Donald W. Loveland (1975)
Alasdair MacNutt (1995)
Michael E. McLeod (1964)
Ronald D. Perkins (1968)
Marion L. Shepard (1967)
Bruno J. Urban (1972)
David G. Warren (1975)
Robert E. Whalen (1960)
Peter Zwadyk, Jr. (1971)

* Denotes the beginning year of service at Duke.

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Diane A. Alexander
Jennifer Avery
Bertie S. Belvin
Milton A. Blackmon
Anita P. Brown
Pamela Brown
Lyndee A. Champion
Kenneth W. Davis
Gregory F. Duncan
Paula E. Gilbert
Pamela S. Hanson
Amanda T. Kelso
Norman C. Keul
Caroline L. Lattimore
Thomas D. Marr
Tiffney L. Marley
Kurt L. Meletzke
Kurt R. Olausen
Cynthia A. Peters
Cassandra R. Pettigrew
Andrew C. Puckett, Jr.
Margaret Riley
Connie Simmons
Kay H. Singer

STAFF MARSHALS

Barbara A. Baker
Heather A. Bennett
Thomas C. Black
Stephen D. Bryan
Albert Buehler
Charles W. Byrd, Jr.
Robert W. Carr, Jr.
Christopher Dyba
Debbie A. Lo Biondo
Ira D. Mueller
Caila A. Raynor
Kacie Wallace
Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Sterly L. Wilder
Gerald L. Wilson

STUDENT MARSHALS

Daniel F. Smith
Chief Student Marshal
Leslie W. King
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Christine M. Varnado
Chief Student Marshal
Michael T. Murphy
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Jacob M. Anderson
Gregory C. Baecher
Bridget S. Barnes
Alexis R. Biane
Joshua I. Brodsky
Michael J. Calvo
James M. Carter III
Patricia Casor
Patra Chakhuvej
Andrew H. Chatham
Pavan K. Chervu
H. John Cooper
Bristol J. Crawford
Todd J. Dolinsky
Sara R. Elrod
Sean A. Enkiri
Maheer R. Gandhavadi
Yxin Gu
Jesse B. Hoagg
Albert T. Hsu
Susan Jang
Evelyn H. Kow

Jennifer Lee
Samuel W. Malone
Tara Naib
Venu M. Nemani
Julie M. Norman
Justin L. Odegard
Chris M. Panaro
Bunia L. Parker
Lisa N. Rauenzahn
Kendall A. Rileigh
Danielle C. Schillinger
Stefanie D. Schneider
Anup R. Shah
Sari A. Silverman
Laney E. Simmons
Scott W. Smith
Dorjan A. Statom
Christina A. Twymen
Sean P. Whiteley
Charles P-J. Wilkinson

UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

ALBERT F. ELDREDGE
Chair

Paul Nii-Amar Amamoo
George C. Christie
Brian M. Culpang
Jasmin Nicole French
M. Laney Funderburk, Jr.
Rhett T. George
N. Allison Haltom
Susan M. Kauffman
William E. King
Ira D. Mueller
Robert Mark Mulroney
Alisa DaVeen Nave
Shirin Odar

RICHARD A. WHITE
University Marshal

Gerald L. Wilson
Associate University Marshal

Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Assistant University Marshal

Sterly L. Wilder
Assistant University Marshal

Debra C. Cash
Program Coordinator
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THE TRADITIONS OF COMMENCEMENT

Duke University traces its origin to 1838 when Brown's Schoolhouse, a one-room log subscription school, expanded to Union Institute upon the uniting of Methodist and Quaker families. Today's ceremony represents the one hundred and forty-ninth official exercise dating from 1838 when the General Assembly authorized the institution to grant degrees. Throughout the years graduation exercises have varied in scope, sometimes offering as much as a week of celebration to the graduates, their families, and citizens of rural Randolph County, North Carolina, the site of the predecessor institutions to Duke University located near High Point. This weekend the exercises follow traditions established in that first decade of official ceremonies by recognizing graduation with distinction and noting recipients of special honors and prizes, by featuring a speaker from the graduating classes, by awarding honorary degrees, by offering Bibles to those receiving undergraduate degrees, and by having the faculty and administration honor the graduates and their families with an outdoor reception.

Notable ceremonies in the nineteenth century included those of 1859 when President Braxton Craven presented diplomas reflecting a name change to Trinity College to acknowledge the institution's church-relatedness, of 1877 when the first earned M.A. degrees were awarded, and of 1878 when Mary, Persis, and Theresa Giles earned degrees, becoming the first women graduates of the College. Student orations in 1888 by Daniel C. Roper and John Spencer Bassett demonstrated leadership in the graduating classes in that Roper became Secretary of Commerce under President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Bassett became a scholar of note in American history. In 1903 while professor at Trinity College, Bassett and Trinity's name became forever associated with the history of academic freedom. The College's Board of Trustees turned back widespread appeals for Bassett's dismissal when editorial in he wrote for the scholarly journal, The South Atlantic Quarterly, questioned the then prevailing views on race relations. Dormitories on East Campus were named in honor of the Giles sisters and Bassett.

The leadership of President John E. Crowell, the donation of land by Julian S. Carr, and the financial assistance of Washington Duke made possible the relocation of Trinity College to Durham in 1892. Within a decade Trinity College established a reputation for excellence, confirming President Crowell's opinion that higher education in the twentieth century would progress best in an urban setting, especially one with enlightened, progressive leadership. The College received numerous gifts for buildings, beautification, and even salaries for personnel from the Duke family, but especially welcome were three separate gifts of $100,000 each from Washington Duke for endowment.

In addition to the celebrated Bassett Affair, Trinity College gained a national reputation as a founding member of the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, an accrediting agency that would upgrade educational standards in the region. Further recognition followed with membership in 1905, along with only one other southern institution, in the Association of American Law Schools, with the selection of Charles K. Bagley, Class of 1914, as the school's first Rhodes Scholar; and with the establishment of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter in 1919.

Graduation ceremonies became more formal under the direction of a College Marshal. Caps and gowns appeared, and after 1902 students received Latin honors in recognition of academic achievement. With appropriate ceremony the college paid homage to Washington Duke, who had died in 1905, with the unveiling of his statue at the commencement of 1908.

For thirty years William Preston Few provided distinguished leadership for the institution. Rarely has an institution changed as dramatically under the tenure of a single president. From 1910 to 1924 Few presided over the development of a particularly strong liberal arts college, and from 1924 until his death in 1940 he directed the successful transition to a complex, research university. In December 1924 long-range planning and a lifetime of family philanthropy culminated in the public announcement of a grand design to aid higher education, hospitals, orphanages, and the Methodist Church in North and South Carolina. Acknowledging the unique opportunity for a new identity presented by acceptance of the terms of the indenture of The Duke Endowment, the Board of Trustees of Trinity College enthusiastically agreed to organize a new institution around Trinity College. The enlarged institution was to be known as Duke University in honor of Washington Duke, benefactor and father of Mary, James Buchanan, and Benjamin Newton, all friends of the college in their own way.

Based upon the solid foundation of Trinity College, the University grew spectacularly. The old campus was rebuilt and opened as the Woman's College in 1930, and another campus was erected one mile to the west. The curriculum expanded and succeeding graduation programs noted new degrees: B.D. and M.Ed. in 1927, Ph.D. in 1928, and LL.B. in 1929. The M.D. joined the list in 1932, and a B.S. in Engineering in 1933, a B.S. in Nursing in 1936, and a Master of Forestry in 1939. In 1938 in only its fourteenth year as a university, Duke became the thirty-fourth member of the prestigious Association of American Universities. The membership currently includes only 50 research universities.

The location of the graduation exercises themselves reflects the changing nature of the University. First held in Craven Memorial Auditorium on East Campus, they were moved to West Campus in 1931 and held successively in Page Auditorium and in the outdoor and indoor stadiums. Special ceremonies at commencement have included the laying of the cornerstone of the Gothic campus in 1928, the first use of the Chapel and the inaugural carillon and organ recitals in 1932, and the unveiling of the statue of James B. Duke in 1935. The exigencies of World War II required the awarding of degrees during the year in special ceremonies in a variety of locations.

Today's ceremonies reflect the interest of more recent presidents in combining tradition and innovation. President Douglas M. Knight directed special attention to the University's highest degree with the adoption of official academic regalia with a distinctive design and blue color for the Ph.D. degree. The mace and chain were authorized at the same time, but were first used in 1970 at the inauguration of President Terry Sanford. In 1972 the degree of Master of Business Administration, the last curriculum recommended by James B. Duke, joined the list of degrees awarded by Duke University. With ever-increasing participation by graduates and attendance by relatives and friends, President Sanford pursued new ways to continue a single university-wide convocation of undergraduate and graduate and professional school students which would still maintain traditional exercises. In a unique format baccalaureate services are offered three times, and the commencement exercises have now returned to an outdoor setting, first to Wallace Wade Stadium in 1974, to the East Campus quadrangle in 1980, and in 1984 back to the Stadium. Today President Keohane, installed on October 23, 1993, as eighth president of the University and thirteenth president of the institution, presides over her eighth commencement.

As noted by the Board of Trustees in 1924, "The institution has already had three names, and it has not always occupied its present site... But through all this outward change it has kept one soul, it has been guided by the same controlling faiths. Now it changes again to meet changing conditions." The traditions of graduation bind the University to all that has gone before. While guided by the motto Eruditio et Religio for one hundred and forty-two years, the University continues "to change to meet changing conditions."